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Extra fee could
raise $1 million
for athletics
SARAH DOWNES

•

-SEE SPORTS. 11

J.

STAFF WRITER

The UCF Board of Trustees
finance committee will vote
Thursday on a proposal to
increase the athletic fee from
$9.90 to $11.09 per credit hour.
This-$1.19 increase will generate approximately $1 million in
additional funds for the athletic
department._
These funds will be used to
increase the salary for. athletic
positions, raise the amount ·tor
athlete scholarships in the summer, pay for maintenance of the
Wayne Densch -Sports Complex
when it is completed this
·spring, hire m9re academic
tutors for athletes, boost sports
marketing on campus and
enhance the athlete recruiting
process.
Currently, UCF coaches are
paid less · than their counterparts in the MAC and Atlantic
Sun conferences.
-"The majority of the extra
funds will go toward increasing
salaries;" ·s aid Steve Orsini,
UCF's athletic director. "I
believe in investihg in people
first."
According to Brian Battles,
SGA executive vice president
and a member of the Athletic
Fee Setting Committee, the
salary increases will not go
directly to the coaches, but
rather to the coaching positions. By increasint the pay
scales, the athletic department
can hire better coaches · in the
future _and hold the current
coaches to a higher level.
"The increase in the athletic fee is definitely needed,"
Battles said. "Sports are an ·
important part of a college
experience."
··
The committee intends to
double the amount of money
offered for summer scholarships for athletes. Already it
has $100,000 in scholarship _
money allotted for the summer and hopes to match that in the
new, increased budget.
Construction workers are
beginning to build a Wayne .
Densch Sports Complex next to
the UCF Arena, a state-of-theart facility with a weight room,
equjpment room and sports
medicine clinic for the 408-student ithletes.
"This facility will be important when it comes to recruiting," Orsini said. "Potential athletes want to know where they
will work out when they tour
college campuses."
The complex will also have
PLEASE SEE

Outlook for Jactilty union uncertain
ComeJatt 7,
faculty union
will lose
bargaining

power

MIKE BLAKLEY
. STAFF WRITER

UCF faculty members remain
in the dark about their financial
futures because a critical method of
addressing faculty issues will vanish when their union's contract
expires in January.
"I am very worried," librarian

Eda Correa said. "The union is the
only associ&tion we have to look out
:for our contracts, · benefits, grievances and salaries."
In the past, the United Faculty
of Florida's contract allowed faculty
members to collectively bargain for
their needs. Its past efforts have
provided full salaries for summer
teaching, a set precedent for griev-

CSI: IJCF

ance procedures and a 2.5 percent
pay raise for faculty members.
But when its contract expires
on Jan. ;7, 2003, the faculty union
loses its legal bargaining .power.
Rosie Joels, a professor of
reacting and education' and former
preSi<lent of the United Faculty of
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Forensic
science
popularity
grows·with
CBS drama
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STAFF WRITER
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National Briefs

~

Breaking ranks with industry rivals,
Bertelsmann Music Group (BMG) on
Wednesday will launch what the company
calls a "fairer, more transparent" accounting system for royalty payments, a move.
that artist representatives say could ease
the controversy over whether performers
are getting cheated by their labels.
BMG, home to -such acts as Carlos
Santana, OutKast and Britney Spears, is
the first major- music company to scrap
contract deductions that artists say obfuscate their earnings. The action comes as
lawmakers in California and New York
have begun to scrutinize complaints from
pop stars about questionable accounting
practices in the industry.
In the years ahead, BMG plans to
introduce a new contract model under
which the company would control an act's
recording career for fewer years but
share in a series of new revenue streams,
including concert proceeds and sponsor.,
ship and film deals. BMG already is, · .
desigmug a new agreement that is expected to reduce the number of pages in a
standard contract from 100 to 12.
Initially; BMG's royalty revisions _are
not expected to result in higher royalty·
paymtmts to artists. But BMG executives
say the new plan will simplify royalty computations, making it easier for artists to
determine what they are owed.
None of the other four ml.lsic giantsUniversal Music Group, Sony Music
Entertainment, Warner Music Group or
EMI Grou~intends to follow suit any
time soon.
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Newest arrivals -.
work hard to make
smooth lransition
DANIELLE

v ANCE

STAFF WRITER

Rigoberta Menchu Tum
won a Nobel Peace Prize
in 1992 for her work with
indigenous people in
Guatemala. During her
speech at the
International Education
Week Lunch on Tuesday,
she laughed about the 22
honorary degrees she has
received from universities
around the world.

Congress approves 'Anton's law'

•

.•

find their
wayatUCF

· BMG-to offer simpler
royalty system to .musical acts

WASHINGTON - The family car
will be safer for preschoolers and older
children under legislation overwhelmingly
approved by Congress and expected to be
signed by President Bush.
Named ''Anton's Law" after a 4-yearold killed in 1996 when an adult seat belt
failed fo hold him in a crash, the bill sets
federal auto safety standards for children
· weighing more than 50 pounds, requires
automakers to install shoulder belts in
rear center seats, and promotes research
into how best to protect older children.
· In auto safety parlance, children ages
4 to 8 are known as "forgotten children"
because they are too old for conventional
child seats, yet their bodies are not big
enough to be effectively protected by adult
seat belts. The legislation, passed late
Monday; aims to close that loophole.
Doctors and safety experts strongly
·recommend that parents use booster
seats for 4- to 8-year-olds who have out- .
grown conventional child seats.
·
Most booster seats are essentially
pads that allow children to sit higher in a
vehicle so that adult lap and shoulder
belts do not cut across their stomachs and
necks.
Emergency-room doctors have documented a pattern of abdominal and neck
injuries in chilp.ren .as a result of using ·
adult belts. Despite the recognized risks,
only 13 states require older children to
'fide in booster seats.
· . The middle of the back seat is statistically the safest place for a child to ride,
but most vehicles only have a lap belt
tliere. A booster seat cannot be used effectively without ashoulder belt.
Federal regulators at the National
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Fee to fund more
athlete scholarships
FROM PAGE

1

offices and a me~ting room for.the football coaches. The money collected from
the proposed fee increase will pay for a
mainten&nce crew to keep the complex
in quality condition.
Since the NCAA ruled that student
athletes have to show a certain amount
of progress toward completing their
degree with each year of college, there
has been more academic pressure on
athletes. The increased fee will help to
fund more academic tutors for athletes,
as well as extra hours for current
tutors.
Part of the money will go toward
marketing sports to UCF students.
Some of the proposals include: providing more buses to transport students
from campus to the Citrus Bowl, funding away football game trips for stu-

dents who attend all of the home
games, and promoting·, UCF athletics
through giveaway items like cups ~nd
hats. These are not set in stone, but are
being considered by the committee. ·
"The marketing proposals will
really help get more support for our
teams, and the support will increase
the athletes' confidence," said Julie
Reeves, a College of Education student
senator and member of the committee.
''.A great sports team gives people
something to talk about and helps get
the university's name out to the
nation."
All of the above items will contribute to enhancing the athlete and
coach recruitment process.
. "When coin.pared to other universi- ·
ties in our division, we are so close, yet
so far behind in resources to attract
athletes," Orsini said.

FJ:eshman Jennifer Hartzler,
18, grew up a lot in the last three
months. AlongwiJh a large class of
freshmen, she has nearly ~mplet
ed her first semester of college. She
-recalls it not as a struggle, but as~ ·
eye-opening · experience. .. All
Orlando native, she· already was
familiar with the campus, and not
put off by the intense atmosphere.
Thus, she did not fear the start o~ .
classes way back in August.
She did, however, expect them.
to pose very different c'Qallenges
than she wa8 used to.
"I-took 16 [credit] hows this
semester," she said. "It )Ilay have
been a bit much, but I. did well."
Indeed, she anticipates a 4:o GPA at
the end of classes next month.
Like Hartzler, many freshmen
made the transition to college life --with its requirement for balancing
· more-difficult courses with work,
play and .newfound freedom - by _
taking a workmanlike approl¥lh. ·_
On the other hand, some students inistakenly believed college
·challenges would resemble the ones
they faced in high school, and mad~
poor use of their time.
:
Germayne Crow, a counselor'
at the Counseling and Testing
Center (CTC), which sees manyfreshmen over the course of the
semester, said that many freshmen
underestimate the difficulty level of
college courses. The disappointment of lower than usual grades
brings many students into the CTC.
"There are some students that
come into the center very
depressed because of lower
achievement than what was accomplished in high scP.ool," Crow said.
"They have high grade expecta-:
tions, and are usually disappointed
after midterms."
Freshmen who put in the necessary work, like · Hartzler and
Jacqui Braun, 18, made a smooth
transition to college life. Braun has
.no regrets about her decision to
attend UCF. She worked hard in her
classes because she loves her major
and wants to excel in it. She has
also grown fond of the campus.
"I love it here," Braun said.
"It's its own little community. People
8¥0 really friendly. Sure, the.classes
different than 'from high school,
but you learn to adjust to them,"
~ Both Hartzler and.Braun have
done well in their classes, although
both wish they had participated
more in campus activities, especial-
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TV show generates

new interest in major
end, only 10 percent of the students who enter the program
spend much of their days and graduate. He attributes the large
weeks in a laboratory, eJchaus- dropout rate to the major's
tively tracing and analyzing evi- / strong emphasis on chemistry;
dence like fibers and textiles to which most students do not
solve crimes - not gathering evidence, anal~ it and throwing
criminals behind bars in just
.
under an hour like Sidle manages
to do on the CBS crime show.
While Ward lmows the television show is not completely
accurate and the forensics field is
not quite as glafnoroui? - briefly
explaining the hours of theories
and chemistry formulas she 4as
to lmow before she can ever get
into a forensics lab - she enjoys
the fact that the field of forensics
-BILL Mc6EE
is being given its day in the spotForensics program founderlight.
"[CSI actors] play the role of
forensics and detective, and that
never happens in real life. But the expect when they enter the proshow does scratch the surface," gram.
While chemistry is
she said. "If they were to make a
real movie of the forensics field, it what causes many stuwould take hours and days to dis- -dents to drop out, Tosha
cover something and most people Dupras, who teaches a
wol,lld find it really boring."
forensics anthropology
But even still, forensics is course, attributes the prointriguing more and more stu- gram's success to that
dents at UCF. The 28-year-old . chemistry base.
"It is one thing that
program, one of UCF' s oldest,
,,~~
makes the program so
is becoming one of its
biggest, boasting nearly
-~~~~ good," she said.
600 students. Back in
'; ·- ~~Heather Karr, 22,
1974, the four-year prolmew what she was getting into when she chose
gram drew only 12 stu-dents.
to pursue forensics as a
UCF's program was
major. The senior was porcreated in response to
ing over chemistry theories
P.resident Richard Nixon's
within her forensics major before
Safe Streets Act, originally the CBS crime show ever made it
designed to provide educational big.
support for new crime labs in the
For her, the lure isn't the
· glamorized forensics careers she
state of Florida.
National Center for Forensic sees on television and in the
Science_ deputy director Bill movies. It's seeing the book theoMcGee founded the program and ries come to life inside the forenspent nearly two-and-a-half sics labs at UCF.
years designing the curriculum
"The application is the best
and courses and gathering part," Karr said. "You can do so
much good with it, help a family
resources and instruments. ·
The major has two tracks: member who buried a loved one,
analytical sciences, which exam- put someone behind bars."
ines things such as hairs and
But for Karr, that's also the
fibers for the purpose of recreat- biggest challenge.
ing a crime; and forensic bio''You're dealingwith people's
chemistry; which comprises the lives, so error isn't acceptable [in
identification of bodily fluids_and this field]," she said. ''You work
DNA analysis.
so much trying to be flawless
Today the program with your work and it gets tiring
still center s around and wears you down."
evidence analysis and
But Karr, who admits she
lab work like it did has a weak stomach, doesn't
back in 1974, but it's mind the challenge, so long as it
drawing hundreds of doesn't involve blood.
students who believe a
She wants to pursue a
forensics degree will career in forensic anthropology
allow them to lead the kind that will allow her to dig up skeleof careers "CSI" forensic scien- tons and bones.
tists do.
"I lmow I can'f do gore or
"My comment is that if you blood," she said. "This is the
watch 'CSI,' just forget it, because cleaner side."
what we do and what they do
While "CSI" is farther from
only vaguely resemble each reality than most students think,
other," McGee said. 'We have the shows cast is more represendozens of people a week call us tative of students like Ward and
up and say; 'I watch "CSI" and Karr than most stereotypes have
portrayed in the past.
that's exactly whaf I want to do.'
"Remember, the second
The field is no longer domiword in forensic science is 'sci- nated by only men or nerds in
ence,'" said McGee, who admits taped glasses and white lab coats
that his- first general chemistry it's a major that
course convinces about 50 out of . attracts as many
every 100 students who enter the women as men.
program to drop out. Organic Ward said 80 perchemistry eliminates another 25, cent of the stuand the different specialized dents in her classchemistry ·and forensic science es and labs are
courses weed out the rest. By th~ female.
FROM PAGE 1

· e have dozens of
people a week call
us up and say, 'I
watch "CSI'' and
_that's exactly what I
want to do.'

"It's a whole new ~neration,"
Ward said. 'Women are able to do
this because they don't have
boundaries anymore~'
But she isn't convinced that
forensics majors can shake the
nerd stereotype.
''When you read the shampoo
bottle and understand it, that's
when you lmowyou're a dork," she
said.
McGee believes the program
has been successful because of the
quality of the students. 'We have
been very, very fortunate,'' he said.
'We have attracted a body of students who can make a commitment
to.the profession."
While McGee and the forensics department are considering
adding a crime-scene track within
the major - something a little
more representative of the careers
that "CSI" actors portray - the
department doesn't have enough
faculty members to do so yei.
"Our biggest problem is
servicing 600 students with
essentially four faculty
members,"
he
said.
"[Because] our faculty
have to have Ph.D.s, it's
very difficult to find someone with a Ph.D. who has
had this kind of experience
and who's willing to work in a
college or university."

- KATIE.FLATH /CFF

Senior forensic science major Denise Fernandez analyzes .crystals under a microscope.
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Board of trustees
will likely work
·with faculty union

The union p.eeds 60 percent of all Florida's public uni· - Florida, wondered what would versities' faculty members to
! happen when the contract join' in order to give it the legal
a . expires. "The real .question is, right to collect~vely -bargain.
who will be the employer of au Chase said seven of the 11
the university employees in the schools already have reached
future," Joels said.
·
their goal and that a team has
Joels warned that if the toured several campuses tO
•
faculty loses · its bargaining rally support.
power, the· trends lean toward
He said 40 percent of the
•
universities adopting a busi- UCF faculty already has joined.
ness-model style of operation, The biggest challenge is locat- .
- in which profits and efficiency ing employees, he said. Faculty
become pr!orities. She said extends beyond just professors,
•
such a model emphasizes fund- including a substantial amount
ing graduates who go directly of UCF employees, he said.
into technical fields, like engi- Chase has had difficulty reachfJ
neering, over graduates of the ing faculty members at UCF's
arts.
branch campuses.
She said running a univer"It's making it difficult just
sity according to a business to find these people," he said.
- model works against students' "If it was just about getting sigbest interests.
·
natures th.ls woU.ld be a done
."That kind of thinking cer- deal."
tainly undermines humanness
In addition to not knowing
and certainly undervalues the exactly what will happen in
students who ·go out into the January, the situation gets comhelping public," Joels said.
plicated further with the passShe said although the ing of Amendment 11.
potential exists for UCF to run
-The amendment establishitself as a business, the current es a statewide board of goveradministration understands nors to oversee Florida's public
students' needs.
universities.
"It is hard to put a price on
Joels applauded the passgraduates," Joels said. "They ing o1 Amendment 11. She
will value the students."
hopes the new plan will better
The United Faculty of serve the students by improving
Florida's UCF chapter has the disbursement of funding to
maintained a cooperative rela- the universities.
tionship in the past, according
The oversight will help
to Arlen Chase, the union's more than just Florida's collocal president.
leges, she added.
"We have not faced the
"The quality of life in a
problems most of the other uni- state is directly tied to the qualversities have," Chase said. He ity of its higher education," she
said that relationship differs said.
from other Florida universities.
Gov. Jeb Bush will select
- "I have not seen it as a most of the positions on the govrivalry," Chase said.
erning board, and the kind of
Instead, Chase said he role the board of governors will
works with the current Board of play remains uncertain.
Trustees in a fashion that
In addition to the members
resembles a think tank more selected by Bush, a member of
than a rivalry.
the faculty senate will serve on
Chase said the change in the board of governors. Chase
January is unlikely to cause said having a faculty member
major. problems. He said the on the board lends a muchcorrespondence with the board needed voice to the decision
has been mutually beneficial makers.
and neither side wants to upset
But how much of a voice
the process.
_
UCF's faculty will have remains
To ensure that :uFF main- to be seen.
tains "its bargaining power,
Even through all the uncerChase has advocated a cam- tainty, Chase has an idea of how
paign to have 60 percent of the everything will unfold. He said
• faculty unionized. Under both sides want to remain coopFlorida law the faculty union erative, and he doubts .the
needs a majority vote to main- needs of the faculty will get
tain its right to collective bar- overlooked.
·
• gainillg. Chase has set his goal
"They have the power to
at 60 percent, even though UFF· ignore [the union] even if we get
needs only 30 percent to be rec- 65 pereent," Chase said. "But
ognized as a union, to show· a that is nQt the kind of relationsubstantial amount of support.
ship we have."
•
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Army ROTC advisor today. We've got you covered.
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Students play games, watch movies, raise grades
CARY .G RAYSON
~TAFF WRITER

Freshman Carrie Butler
rushes to complete a last-m.inute
extra-credit assignment for a
better grade in her general psychology class before finals and all she has to do is a_little
juggling to earn it.
Usually extra-credit assignments consist of written papers
that require a lot of research and
time_. But some teachers, like
psychology professor James
Brophy; have other ideas for students in need of extra credit, and
for him, juggling is just as good.

Butler agrees.
"[Juggling] is a fun assignment, and I'm even happier that
it's for a grade, It's refreshing,"
Butler said.
Within the psychology
department stands a bulletin
boar~ full of extra-credit assignments that range from volunteer
surveys to playing video games.
Some of these assignments
. only require students to fill out a
survey about drugs and alcohol
or parental relationships, while
others ask students to look for
weaP,ons _in ~ray photographs
or play action games on
.PlayStation 2.

Physics professor Costas
Efthimiou also allows studeµts
to improve their grades with
unconventional methods of extra
credit - he tells them to go see
an action movie.
Based on the special effects
his students see in the movie,
they have to chose a scene from
the movie and write a paper
describing .whether the physics
involved was a plausible occurrence.
This semester, about onethird of his students completed
the extra credit, and the assignment also improved the overall
success rate of students in Ws

.College students confess
h~d with their parents and in 28

sometimes they .lie

sometimes, in certain situations,
percent of conversations they students have good reasons
behind their lies.
had with close friends.
Like many college students,
"I think 'lying' is a little
The lies told by the students
senior Jason Hayner, 22, finds varied greatly in their nature harsh of a term in some situanothing wrong with lyiri.g to mom and scope. Some lies told by stu- tions," McLaughlin said. "When
about his finances.
dents in this study were minor, students are dealing with some"In actuality; I'm buried in. such as telling a parent they got thing traumatic in their lives like
debt," Hayner said. "But I don't home from a night out several a sexual assault or an eating
want to be a financial burden.':
hours earlier than they actually disorder, they could be withholdHayner is not alone.
ing information for any number
did.
Most college students lie
Others were more serious, of reasons. Everybody _keeps
about money; relationships, sex like telling a parent they were some secrets."
_ or alcohol according to a study doing well in classes, when they
Yet, students like senior
· Ryan Bitter, 21, still lie to their
. by the University of Virginia. were actually failing.
College students in that study
However, Rich McLaughlin, parents so they will not have to
reported that ·they lied in about of the UCF Counseling and listen to parents' lectures.
half of the conversations ·they Testing Center, believes that
"If my parents knew I was
STEPHEN HIRST
STAFF WRITER

Gonzalez, 18, were two of
class.
Theater survey teacher J.J. Ruscella's students who decided
Ruscella's extra-credit assign- to take advantage.of the extrament promised students three credit opportunity. Dressed in
extra points ff they performed a pajamas, the two performed the
song with a group in front of song, "Look at Me, I'm Sandra
Dee," from the musical "Grease"
their class of 300.
Ruscella said he ·wanted to in front of their class.
"The assignment was
provide his students an easy
way to earn extra credit while embarrassing as hell, but worth
giving tliem "the opportunity to it," Bratcher said.
Although many .students
experience being a performer."
The purpose of the assign- participated, Ruscella was sur- .
ment was to allow students to .prised that not everybody took
have a good time while bonding advantage of this extra-credit
. opportunity.
'with other group members.
· "Its not brain surgery;"
Fresh.(nan Eric Bratche~ 18,
and. sophomore
Michelle -Ruscella said.

drinking as much as I do,. it anyway.
"I am pretty hQnest with my
would lead to incessant nagging," Bitter said. "If they knew parents," Stora said. "But when I
about the water cooler I convert- do lie, it's mostly about relationed into a four-man hookah, · I ship stuff."
could be in real trouble."
"It's personal, and I don't
. However, 19-year-o~d sopho- really want anyone to know
more Kara Betourne does -not about that kind of thing, espefeel she needs to hide things cially my parents."
Sometimes students like
from her parents anymore.
"High school was different," senior Shannon Hawke, 21, have
Betourne said. "I was always · na'ive parents already and do not
being quizzed about where I was see any reason to lie.
going, with whom, and who·was
"I could be 65 years old and
married with two kids, and"'my
going to be there." .
Senior Michele Stora, 21, mom will still believe that I've
has decided to come clean with .never done it [had sex]," Hawke
her parents, about most things said.

( I
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National Briefs
the Republican Party. Next month, Hunt Vice
_
President Steve Suellentrop is-set to accompanyHighway_Traffic Safety Administration have had Commerce Secretary Don Evans on a trade misthe authority to require automakers to ihstall sion to Peru, where President Bush traveled in
full lap and shoulder belts in the middle seat, but :.March _to promote Andean trade.
they were reluctant to act without a congres- ·
The controversy surrounding the project
sional mandate.
hi@lights the conflict between Bush's ·energy
policy, which ·advocates mining fossil fuels giobFirms-with-White House ties
ally, and U.S. environmental safegu.ards, which
detractors
say the administration plays down.
backing controversial pipeline
WASHINGTON - Two Texas energy com- Government spokesmen say that no decisions
panies, both closely tied to the Bush White have been made 'on public financing and that a .
_
House, are lining up administration support for . careful review is underway.
Under
federal
regulations,
projects receivnearly $900 ~on in public financing for a
Peruvian natural gas project that will cut ing backing from the Export-Import Bank of the
through one of the world's m~st pristine tropical United States and the Inter-American
Development Bank.must pass rigorous reviews
rain forests.
. A top· priority of Peruvian. officials, who see to ensure that theywill not threaten rare natural
it as key to energy independence, the Camisea habitat.s.
But officials reviewing the Camisea loan
project has encountered fierce opposition.
applications,
who ask~d· not to be identified, say
Worldwide environmental groups and some
members of Congress argue that the massive the project is proceeding despite warnings that it
extraction and pipeline project will destroy the ·may. run afoul of international environmeutBI
rain forest and the lifestyle of its indigenous peo- standards. Independent reviews commissioned
by project developers have also noted numerous
ple. .
The project backers' quest for financial sup- problems: including fuel spills, unauthorized
port from U.S. development banks will test the pipeline route diversions, and destructive ero·
political pull of the Texas compallies, Hunt Oil sion and landslides.
Co. and -Halliburton Co., which have longstanding ties to the Bush-Cheney administration and
-COMPILED BY STAFF WRITER KRISTA lllfll
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ly since they live on campus and
- have better access to them -than
off~pus students.
"I wanted-to-focus solely on
• ~y cl3,$ses
;m.Q_ studying, but now ·
1 wish I had gotten a little more
involved/' Braun said.
- Crow said most freshmen do
' not make the transition as
smoothly. Many freshmen tend to
_feel overwhelmed by all the
changes that they endure.
"The majority has a problem
with learning how to survive on
their own," Crow said. ''There are
no parents or teachers telling
them -what to do. They have to ·
establish their own sense of independence,
but still have to k~p
•
ties made with family and friends
back home."
Without the guidance of elders, some freshmen put emphasis
on the wrong things. Freshman
Kelly Williams, 18, wishes she had
spent _more time studymg and less
time playing around.
"I had fun this semester,"
Williams said. "As a result, however, I spent less time focusing on
my classes and more time focusing on my social life. I f9rgot about
haviilg to- maintain my scholarship for a whil~, and now I'm
going to have to work harder ill
spring to keep it."
.
.
Williams approached college
life·differently than-Hartzler. and
Braun, gettinginvolv~d in campus
life. She participated_ in man~ .
_ .campus-sr)onsored activities and
joined a sorority. She credited the
' sorority for keeping her educationally motivated. "I would have
spent even less time studying had
my sorority not made a ·mandato. ry study time," she said.
students experi" encedOff-campus
many of the same thiilgs
that on-campus students did.
Freshman Jonathan ' Chung, 19,
said living with friend§ helped him
ease iuto college. "I moved into
Pegasus Pointe with friends ffom
back.home," Chung said. "If I hadn't known them, it would have
been awkward I just ·wouldn't
know their personalities, and it
co~d seriously clash with my
own."
-Chung attended many campu~ activities and participated in
intramural sports. His participation in campus actMties affected
his grades this semester, ·Chung
said, but in a positive way. "Th~
[campus aetivities] help relieve
the stresses of school work."
Besides the struggie to bal• a,nce work ~d play,. Crow said ·
~at relationship issues greatly
concern --incoming students.
• ·=Making new relationships and
·t~nding °iQ old ones are among
:rpany o{the wog1.es that fresh:.
riien come to· us ·about," Crow
9
said. "They WOrrJ aoout not finding a place among the thousands
of people here, and they worry
about losing out on 16ng-cll!3tance
• relationships."
Braun dealt with the relationship issue by bringing her significant other with her. 'We started dating over the summer, and I think that knowing that
were
both going to UCF in the fall
brought us closer together,"
Braun said. 'We wouldn't have to
worry about leaving the other
behind."
.
Chung said he is still looking.
.:'There are a lot of nice girls
here," he said.~ "I havep.'t really
been s~ing anyone yet, but once

..
•

I settle in here more, I might start."
Freshman priorities may have
changed, also. Hartzler, who studied
tremendously this semester at the
cost of ·socializing,_will' approach
next semester differently. "I'm going
to.relax a little bit more next semes· ter," Hartzler said. "No procrastinating, thoµgh. I'm going to work out
and have fun."
Braun said her plans will
remain about the same. "I do want to
be more active in school, but other
than that, I couldh't .be happier with
where I am right now in life."
Williams wants to get back on
track "Next semester, I'm going to
be studying a lot harder,;, Williams
said. "It may mean some sacrifices
as far as extra activities go, but it'll
be worth it when my grades are
brought up."
. · Chung likes the route he has
chosen. He said, "My roommates are
great, _my schoolwork and social life
is balanced, and I'm learning to
adjust."
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MEET with members of our faculty· and
administrative team
University Park Campus
- Graham Center 243 West
Wednesday,. November .27, .2002
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OUR STANCE:
You tttust be early! Iwasttt expecting

City takes lead;
UCF should follow

you so sooH! It will be Just ot1e tttore tttiHute,
t1ice ittspector! I Ju~t got out of the shower!

I'll be right with you!
Sorry for the wait - tttY bad - l'ttt cottting!
It woti be 1t1uch lot1ger:... ·

0

or,ientation to UCF's own anti-discrimination poln Monday, Orlando's City Council gave
icy. The university's administration has taken a
preliminary approval to protecting gay
wait-and-see approach to this issue, seemingiy
people from discrimination in housing
and employment. The measure passed
un"'illing to take a stand until the city council
voted.
·
.despite a "no" vote by Mayor Glenda Hood.
· President Hitt has no reason to wait any
The city is moving forward on the issue,
longer. He should act as a leader, and make this
even though the mayor turned her back on the
issue a top priority. UCF' s gay population should
gay community that had supported her for so
not have to worry about this issue. Students suplong. Orlando may soon join a long list of cities,
port this measure; _the faculty supports this
including Tampa, Miami Beach and Atlanta,
which protect gays, if the ordinance passes a sec- · measure. Now it's time for Hitt to do his part.
'
Hitt has an opportunity to take a leadership
ond vote on.Dec. 2.
role on this very topic today at the foard of
·Sadly, by voting against the measure, Hood
tried to appeal to the political higher-ups (i.e. Jeb trustees meeting, open to the public, in the
Student Union. Hitt can start justifying the
Bush, who inay appoint Hood to a cabinet posi$93,000 raise that the board may grant him by
tion) .in the state rather than the people who
pushing a measure that will make UCF a more
helped elect her. Hood seemed to care more
tolerant university.
about her political future than her political backStudents should attend the trustees' meeters. By acting in her own political self-interest,
ing, to voice their stand on this measure. They
rather than in the interest of the people who
can also let the board of trustees know whether
have helped her serve as mayor for 10 years,
they thiilk Hitt deserves his proposed raise. The
HQod showed that she is merely a typical po~ti
meeting represents an opportunity for students
cian.
Regardless, the measure thankfully passed
to address the people who run UCF. Students
by a narrow 4-3 vote. Now that it has momentum, should let the trustees know what they think of
· and will likely pass, UCF has no reason to drag
their actions and how they think UCF can
improve.
its feet any longer on the issue of adding sexual

OUR STANCE:

Courthouse no.place
for·commandments.

·1

n a Monday ruling, a federal appeals court or contrary to the-government's religion.
upheld the _often-abridged separation of _
This is not about the phrase "under God"
church and state, ruling that a monument
being included in the Declaration of
_Independence. It is about keeping the governto the Ten Commandments hi Alabama's
judicial building, installed by Alabama's chief
ment from supporting a religion at the expense
justice, promotes religion too much.
of others. Religious symbols have no place in
courthouses, city halls or public schools.
The Founding,Fathers of this country realA separate appeals court ruled Tuesday
ized that keeping the church and the state sepathat granite monuments displaying the Ten
rate is vital to a democratic society. They came
from Engiand, where a. state religion, the
Commandments must be removed from the
grounds of four public high schools in Ohio.
Church of Engiand, persecuted believers of
other religious beliefs. They knew that this
The Ten Commandments contain valuable
lessons, and they do form the basis for many of
, country should never endorse any given religkm, and they included a provision in the First
this country's laws, but the government should
·not display them for all to see in its buildings. ·
Amendment prohibiting the establishment of a
' religion: ·
Regardless of government leaders' personal
Specifically, it states, "Congress shall make religious beliefs, they should not and cannot
no law respecting an establishment of religion,
push those beliefs upon citizens for any reason.
If religion is allowed to mix with governor prohibiting the free exercise thereof... "
· More than 200 years later, some government policy, dire consequences will surely follow. Once religion begins to creep into govern~ ment officials coiitinu~ to push religion upon ~he
ment, it will continue until it dominates governmasses. Fortunately, the judge in this c~e,
ment. The American people must always
Myron Thompson, ruled that such behavior
·
couldn't be tolerated.
demand tha(the entities of church and state
remain separate·•.for the sake of religious freeThat such scenarios still play out should
remind all citizens that they must stay on guard dom for all, and to serve as a model for the rest
of the world. The pages of history.are filled with
against the government endorsement of reliwars fought by countries in the name of_ religion. The United States was founded upon the
gion. The problem .continues today, with reliideal of religious pluralism, in which all religions, or no-religion, have an equal place in
gious governments persecuting believers of
society. Preventing government endorsement of · other faiths.
-religion prevents the governmen(from persecut. The United States must always keep
. ing people who practice religions different from
church and state separate.

"It takes a great man to be a good listener."
-GARY COLLINS

Hitt's raise could flilance more pressing concerns
I can't believe that they are going to give
President Hitt a $93,000 raise ["93,000 raise proposed for Hitt," published Nov. 18]. Couldn't we
spend this money in a more constructive way? We.
could return financial aid money that students
have been waiting on since the beginning of the
semester. Or how about 93 scholarships of a
thousand dollars each. No? How about better
compensating the staff that keeps .our campus
looking so good? Or funding to offer more classes every semester? And why does he need a r~ise
anyway? All tl:iose perks he's getting. are at least
worth the $93.000 being proposed.
·
And how hard can his job be? I mean. he's

got four vice presidents to do all the thinking for
him. all he has to do is sign at the dotted line. I
don't see President Bush asking for a raise; and
his decisions really do affects us all. Not only
that, but most students won't be earning that
kind of money 10 years after they graduate. So.
I don't see why he should get a raise when he
doesn't even have to pay a mortgage or car. He
should stop eating all of his two-hundred-thousand-dollars-a-year away and start walking
around campus, get to know us:and start acting
on our "noted" feelings.
·
-PAIJlA HERNANDEZ

The grinch who stoleJoey, Joey. Joey! What are we going to do when you were a "real" little kid) and include a
with yo,u? First you exclaim. loud and proud. that . note telling them all the reasons you appreciate
you aren't going to bother to vote. Now you tell tliem.
~s you are buying nothin' for Christmas [Tm
By all means; limit your gift giving. but if
_buyin nothing for Christmas," by Joey Myers, you give one gift this year, give a toy to a needy
published Nov. 121.
kid. Poor people, who can barely .pay the rent and
So you plan to spend Christmas with fami- keep food on the table. have nothing extra for
ly and expect to receive several presents? And you Christmas gifts for their children and are highly
aren't going to have any presents for the people dependent upon donations.
you expect to receive ·presents.from. Is this corLet me make another suggestion. You don't ~
rect?" I did that one year when I was about your seem too familiar with the person whose birthday
age, but at least I told them in advance about my we are celebrating. You've studied Lincoln and
·:no present" policy and asked.my family not to Socrates. How about learning a little about Jesus
get me anything. Is that what you intend to do? of Nazareth, the most influential person on this
May I make a suggestion? What your par- planet of all time? Why not read the book of
ents would probably most want (I know this stuff · Matthew or Luke from cover to cover? Consider it
· because I am a parent and a grandparent). you part of your education.
· can't buy at the store. Find them a nice card (or
be~er yet make t~em one yourselJ like you did
.-MIOIAEL R. THORNTON
PLEASE SEE

Letters oN 9

CORREc-TIONS
• In the artide. "$93.000 raise proposed for Hitt," by Sheyla Nieves published Nov. 18, due to an editing
error, we incorrectly referred to Arlen Chase as Harland Chase.
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Beating.the clock
MENTAL DOODllS

CHRISTOPHER ARNOLD
STAFF WRITER

Well, all, Halloween has
passed.and Thanksgiving's
not far away. Decorations for
Christmas and Valentine's Day
are already up and the air's
getting brisker. You know
what that means?
It must be time f_or fin3.Is.
As usual,·I'm beginning 'to
_stress. Sure, I need to study.
But I also have to work. And if
I miss any more classes, then
their finals become a moot
point. Not only do I have to do
holiday shopping, but also it
seems as if all of my friends
and family have birthdays in
the finaI two months of the
year.
Yeah, I'm beginning to
stress a little, but I'm not worried.
After all, I.put the "pro" in
"crastination."
That's right, when it
comes to putting off until
tomorrow what I don't want to
do today, I am the king of the
hill, the top dog, the head honcho, dawdling's artful dodger
and, if you will permit me,
"the man." I'm staring into the
face of an impending deadline
as I write this, and I'm laughing all the way. If Nike offered
endorsement deals in this
field, well, I'd have to sign
them tomorrow, because that's
how dedicated I am. .
Obviously, the art of dalliance is not for everyone. Few
have the stomach and heart to
succeed and reap the rewards
in the procrastinator's arena.
I myself am a trained professional when it comes to delaying the inevitabl,e. I spent
years mired in the moratorium minor leagues, developing
my skills and learning all that
my instructors and coaches
a,nd fellow loafers could offer.
But I also watched a lot of
· good-intentioned kids burn
themselves out in the process,
unable to handle the presSl!res and rigors of that lastminute action, unable to .savor
that rush of adrenaline, that
thrill that is the game of beat-

ing a deadline as it expires.
other classes, work, family or
. A grizzled dilly-dally vetwhatnot to thankfully keep
eran, I'd like to share a few
you from it. And besides, why
things I've learned with the
start it now? Who was to say,
up-and-comers out there who
after all, that your professor
think themselves the future of was not-a secret agent in
some shadowy government
the sport. Either commit fully
anti-terrorism program? He or
to the game or go home noW.
she could very well be "actiBecause as any procrastination purist will pronounce,
vated" for some covert ops on.
we're not about delaying a
the other side of the world,
task only to fail. Let's be honand then what? You'd have
est: any idiot with a short
. wasted your time writing that
attention span and Spongebob stupid paper.
Squarepants playing nearby
Besides, anyone with a
library card and day planner
can do that. Anybody out
can prepare and write a paper
there who'd rather live off a
in that span of time, right? But
liquid diet of Coronas and
Jack Daniels can successfully
only a select few are able to
not do a thing. But to accomdo so in one day. So you wait.
Circle the wagons and
plish that thing in its final
rally the troops, because an
hours, as the time counts
all-nighter's on deck. You
down and the bell begins to
toll, well, folks, that's the stuff scramble to gather resources,
of legends.
lock yourself in your room,
It's better than heroin.
and pray to the great god of
Or so I'm told. After all,
writing, Caffeine. He sends
it's against league regulations
you his muses Jay, David and
to use illegal substances while Conan, and then Jay again, to
procrastinating. That, too,
accompany you during the
only demeans and belittles the process. You organize your
sport. No crack, no steroids,
thoughts, find the information
no burritos, no blood doping, -· you want to cite, make copino kidding. We go it clean the
ous notes and attach an intrawhole way. Besides, after
venous caffeine drip. You start
you've washed down the cofto type it up,..but your computfee ahd Kit Kats with a bottle
er is due for some sort of
ofD~Peppersuckedthrough
problem that is far from routine. Somehow, through all of
a Pixie Stick straw, you don't
this, you manage to have it
need any banned chemicals to
get you through an all-nighter
ready on deadline.
Writing papers, studying for
So what if you show up to
exams, rebuilding your carbuclass in the same disheveled
retor, neutering your dog ·
clothes you'd worn the day
while translating "War and
before, teeth unbrushed and
Peace," or whatever other
hair unkempt and walking
amidst your very own little
tasks .you'd been meaning to
cloud of dirt and dust like
do.
You also may not sleep for Charley Brown's friend,
a few days, but that's one of
Pigpen.
the prices you pay to play.
Welcome to the game.
This is just a taste of a
We live by the adage
procrastinator's schedule
"Good things come tO' those
when the season's in
who wait." That's right, we've
progress. Think you can hangot an adage. We also have a
dle it? Because if you value
handshake I've been meaning
sleep over a nap, if you prefer
to learn, but our slogan is
meals over item B4 from the
impervious to fallacy. I chalvending machine, and if you
lenge any of you to find somewant the time to maintain
thi.y.g that disproves this little
your personal hygiene, then
universal truth.
"Carpe" what? OK, that is walk away now. Go and prea good one.
·
pare responsibly for your
finals and don't try to memoBut that's neither here
rize it all in the hour before
nor there.
your test. Budget your time as
After all, haven't we all
you need·it.
had that one paper that we
As for me, I feel my Pixie
just absolutely dreaded? You
Stick high beginning to subjust knew it would be excruci.side. Wake me in an hour.
atingly difficult to write, and
even though you might have
had a few weeks or more to
Columnist Christopher Arnold can be
prepare it, you either had
reached at chris@ucffuture.com

Amodest proposal
In Joey Mr,ers' article entitled "Animal
rights are wrong, ' published Nov. 18. he states
that vegetarians do "not [have] enough protein in their diets." Last night I pond~red how
Icould best remedy this situation. True, my fellow vegetarians and I are looking a bit thin
these days. How will we ever grow to be big,
strong beefcakes like our friend Joey Myers?
Then it hit me. In his article, Joey states,
"when I'm deqd, you can all grab a fork and
fee'Ifree to eat me." Mr. Myers. I would like to
formally request that you do the right thing.
namely add a clause to your will that will allow

vegetarians to feast upon your corpse after you
have shuffled out of the mortal coil.
Perhaps the-readers think that this is a
cruel p_roposition. I'll allow Joer, to defend my
proposition in his own words. '(Joey Myers is]
dumb and meant to be consumed."
Please Mr. Myers, .I'm sure a healthy
young man such as yourself could feed many
activists. I'll call Earth First to bring the fava
beans, ·and see if Greenpeace can get their
hands on a fine Chianti. Peace.
-JARED RICE

Send your letter
Don't agree with our columnists? let us know!
Send e-mail to: editor@ucjfuture.com or log Bn to WWW.ucjfuture.com
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Finally
The UCF _min~ soccer teqm won its
first-ever A-Sun Championship ·on
Su~y qM wiOface FIU on-Friday
r.M.....
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UCF's -road to tlie
=· Win
the A-Sun. · championship has been
Above all eise that has- anything but easy, and it~
been the battle cry for fairy tale postseason :p.as
Bob Winch's UCF men's been one filled with ludky
soccer tearri. this year. On breaks ~nd more than
Sunday, they did just one well-placed shot that
tha~. The Golden Knights
found the back of the net.
defeated · Stetson 1-0 to
It began on Friday
win the first conference night, when. the thirdtitle in program history. seeded · Golden Knights
With the win, UCF took on second-seeded
advances to the · NCAA Jacksonville,_a team that
Tournament where the
Knights will face Florida
PLEASE.SEE UCF ON 15
STAFF WRITER · . .
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coming
off a
careerhigh 149

yards
rushing

against
Kent
State.
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The Knights.travel to Ohio for a ,
AMC game against the RedHawks .
CHRIS BERNlfARDT
STAFF WRITER ~ -

Miami -In college football, that

name garners respect. Over the
past tw:o se,aSons, no other name
has instilled mo~ fear in its oppo1).ents. The record speaks for itself,
one loss in three years, a.national
charii.pionship and perhaps another
pending this year. So when UCF
travels to Miami this Saturday, they
can ~t a tough run.test and 40
degree weather.
. Wait, what degree weather?
Oops, wrong Miami
Rather than an intra-state contest with the No. 1 'team in the
nation, the Golden Knights Will
square off against conferenoo and
division rival Miami of Ohio. But
even though the RedHawks. don't
have quite the talent and prestige of
their Floridian counterparts, don't
take this Miami team for granted.
"Miami of Ohio is a great

team," UCF quarterback Ryan
Schneider said. "Right now, they are
·the second-best team in the Eastern
Conferenoo in the MAC. We .have to
gu out there and beat them. I think
they came in second place last year,
behind Marshall.
"fm pretty sure they should
have·· won the game against
Marshall (Nov. 12). They gut robbed.
They're mad; they're upset. They
are gtiing to come out with hostile
intentions ~d we have to· gu out
and perform well and beat them. We
are guing to haw to prove to them
that we are good enough to be in the
conferenoo. We are guing to have to
gu out there and earn their respect."
The RedHawks come into this
game as one of the best teams in the
Mid-American Conferenre. They're
reeling after a heartbreaking and
pivotal 36-34 loss to Marshall, but
they still sport a 7-4 overall record
and fr2 in conferenre. Much like
UCF, they trail the Thundering Herd

by a game in the East Division and
Marshall has the tiebreaker over
both. That means to keep any slim
hope of making the MAC championship game alive, both teams desperately need a victory Satllrday.
Aside from their position in the
standings, the teams have other
similarities. Whereas UCF sports a
potent passing offense lead by
Schneider, Miami possess a strong
passing game "led by Ben
Roethlisberger. As just a sophomore, Roetblisberger has already
·become one of the most prolific
paisers in RedHawks history. He's
the school's aJI..time career leader in
completio:QS (489). and second in
passing touchdowns (46). His season numbers are just as spectacular: 2967 yards, 64 percent passes
completed ·and 21 touchdowns to
just nine interreptions.
"Roethlisberger is a big
threat," UCF Coach Mike Kruczek
said. "Obviously, he can do it with
that big arm of his and he
also
do it with his feet. At 6-5, 240, he is
also a formidable runner for his
size. Fbr a kid who is only a sopho-
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title and their court
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While the volleyball

piayers from Georgia .State,
Florida
Atlantic,
. Jacksonville, Jacksonville
State and Troy State are
sleeping in hotel beds this
weekend, the UCFvolleyball
players will be sound asleep
in their own beds..
The Golden Knights
are hosting the Atlantic Sun
Championships on Friday
and Saturday, wblch helps
·the players out becailse they
get to gu about their normal
routines.
''You get to sleep in
.your oWn. bed. You get to eat
your own food. You are in
front of your fans, you're
locker room," UCF Coach
Meg Cola.do said. "I think
there are so many positives
factors about being at home.
~just hope that we get a

lot of fans out to support the
girls."
Not only do the Knights
(19-11, 10-1 A-Sun) have
. home court advantage, as
the No. 1 seed, the defending
A-Sun cham.ps have a first-round bye. This memis they
get to sit back with_No. 2·
seed Georgia State (24-13,
10-1) and watch the first
round games.
.
"The bye is· huge,"
Cola.do said. !'Th.e consistent
hard work that they do
throughout_the course of the
season puts them in a really
good position. You definitely
don't want ,to have to play
two matches ill one.day and
three in a weekend to win it

·. an."

UCF Will play the winner of the .game between
fourth-seeded Jacksonville
(14-i3, 7-4) and fifth-seeded
Jacksonville State (14-13, 7PLEASE SEE

UCF o~ 16
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Scala, Roberts highlight Striegler's best team ever
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

......_._.,,~,1

WOMEN'S BMKDBAll NOTEBOOK

Women's basketball team splits preseason schedule
CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER

The Golden Knights completed their .two game~.,
bition season Friday with an 89-52 win over the Houston
Jaguars.
Playing a team with just eight players available,
UCF shot 62 percent from the field in the first period and
cruised to a 51-22 halftime lead "With the game never in
doubt, head coach Gail Striegler used the opportunity to
dole out_.minutes to
her deep team.
Twelve
players
reeeived at least 10
minutes of playing
time and nine gut at
least 15 minutes.
G

•

u a r d

Marvelous
Washington paced the
team with _15 points
off
the
bench.
Foiward- Erin Paige
and freshman guard
Celeste HuOs<>n both
had 12 points and for- Ward
Adrienne
Billings chipped in 10
Jm! l<ALEJTA I CFF
points and five
Freshman Celeste Hudson had 12
rebounds.
For
Houston, points in 15 minutes against Houston.
Demetria Richard
had a double double with 13 points and 14 rebounds. And_
Renee Bellamy scored a team-leading 17 points.
.The previous Saturday UCF dropped a contest
against the NWBL All-Stars, 75-68. Midway through the
first half, the All-Stars went on a 10-0 run that blew the
gfilne open and took a 37-27 lead into the half. In the sec:
ond half the Golden Knights outshot the All-Stars 47 percent to 38 percent, but couldn.'t get close enough to turn
the game around.
Washington again led the Knights with 16 points,
while Billings had 10 to go along with a team-high eight
rebounds. Center Ali Roberts at ii points. Betty Lenox
and Jennifer Jordan both had 17 points for NWBL, while
Terrell Roach and Tracey Reid had 15 and 12 respectivffiy.
-'We're still not where I want us to be, but I think
we're further ahead than we've been at this time of the
year,"-Striegler said. "Some of the upperclassmen are
starting to step up a little bit, which is nice. I've very
nappy with the two games.,, _

Marvelous shooting
In addition to averaging a team-high 15.5 points per
game, Washington had excellent shooting first half against Houston. She hit all seven of her shot attempts in
the period for all 15 of her points.
PLEASE SEE

UCF ON 13

Gail striegler, UCF's women's bas~et- ball head ooach, can sympathire with her
, oounterpart for the men's team, Kirk
Speraw. When she arrived four years ago
from Stephen E Austin in Texas, Striegler ·
inherited a team beset by graduation and
injmy. Much like UCF's men's squad, who
returns just five players from last season,
striegler barely had enough able bodies to
field a team. "My first two years I kind of went
through the same thing Kirk's going
through right now," striegler said "I only
had like eight _players I oould actually play
the first year. Then, as I've gotten along,
I've, lost some ltids along the way, but the
oore has stuck with me.'~
_
That core has grown over those
years, from a 9-20 team in Striegler's first
y~ to an e.arly favorite in the Atlantic Sun
this season. Fbr the first time in striegler's
tenure, the Golden Knights have a bevy of
experienred upperclassmen to go along
with a strong group of recruits and seoondyear players.
·
Eight playeTI) return from last year's
_ squad, which went 17-13 en route to its first
winning season under striegler and a
third-plare finish in the oonference. The
returnees includes versatile point guard
Jessica Scala, shot blocking renter Ali
Roberts, steady fo:rwards Erin PagB and
Adrienne Billings, and high soo:ring guard
Marvelous Washington. Energetic .guard
Yvette Ash, semor post player Kristy
ColligBil and sophomore center Takira
Senior Erin Paige scored 9.2 points and pulled down 5.9 rebounds per game last year.
Allen round out the returnees.
An impressive freshman class makes
reoord
UCF even deeper. GuardS Shayla Smith,
Despite getting the all-conference tag,~
Celeste Hudson, Claudia Johnson and
neither Srnla nor Roberts led the team in
LaShay King, together with forWa.rd
sooring. That honor went to Washington.
Shelby Weber, form this yourig group.
Despite starting less than half the gill:nes
Smith, a point guard who graduated from
she played ill and dealingwith a foot injury_
Camden County High School in Geo~
that caused her to miss the final two reguhas particularly stood out. In two presealar season games, the sophomore averson games, she had 14 assists and seven
aged 11.1 point per game. Now a junior,
steals.
she'll try to oontinue that run and avoid the
''The thing that she brings is a lot of
injuries that .have plagued her throughout
enthusiasm," striegler said "Shayla goes
her oollegiate career. .
hard all the time. That says. a lot right
Overall, these three lead the best
there. I think she's going to be a great playteam on paper that Striegler has coached _
er for us. As a freshman she's really
at UCE She plans for the regular playing
stepped up and done a good job, not only
rotation to go nine-to-10 players deep.
just playing but leading."
''This is by far the most talented team
~ other newoomers will see plenty
that rve had since rve been here,"
of action as well Hudson, a local product
striegler said 'We have more outside
out of Lyman High School in Altamonte
shooters, we have more Post players. And
Springs, has also drawn great praise from
that allows us to be able to play with more
Striegler. The ooach promises to play them ·
depth."
all with varying degrees, while at the same
The Golden Knights begin the sea8on
time not putting too much pressure on
picked to finish second in the South
them as they get adjusted to the oollege
Division of the A-Sun by both coaches and
game and life.
media polls.'F1oridaAtlantic gut the nod for
"You don't want to put too much on a
JOE l<ALEITA I CFF
top team in the division, with defencJin&
freshman's shoulders because all freshconference· champ Georgia state getting
men are guingto have their ups and downs_ _ Ali Roberts was named to the A-Sun All-Freshman
top honors in the North Division. But so
throughout the year,'~ Striegler said. Team last year.
long as UCF advances to the oonference
''They're not used to playing as long of a
season, they're not used to being as physi- · team. Though she had back surgery in the tournament as -predicled, it'll have one>·
cal all year long and they have off-the-bas- offseason, she has steadily improved dur- huge advantage: home oourt. Like on the
ketball.:COurt stuff with a little bit harder ing preseason practice and should be men's side last year, the women's A-Sun
-ready 5X>me opening night. Her ]+ealth is Tuurnament will be hffid at the UCF Arena
school"
Fbr now the tefilll will be in the steady pivotal to how far the-team can go.
this season.
With that as motivation, the Golden
hands of its veterans. Scala and Roberts
."I think we have _a really good chanoo
are both entering their seoond year with of ~ the oonference ·tpurnament," Knights will embark on what should end
the team after garnering all-conference -Scala said. "Everybody on our team up its most successful season wit}\.
striegler at the helm. That would oontinue
honors in their Golden Knights debuts. The believes that we can."
senior Scala, who transferred to UCF from
Roberts, a sophomore, got named to the trend of steady improvement under the
Palm Beach Conimunity College, was theAll-Fres~ team after an impressive former player from Ark.ansaS.
named Seoond!feam All-Atlantic Sun after · first season. She ~veraged 9.7 points per
''The oo3.ch has done a really gocd
finishing seoond on the team with 10.5 -' game and a team-leading 6.6 rebounds. job, -she really has," said Pclige, who along
point per game, third in rebounding with· But her shot blocking ability stands out with Washington and Ash has been with
5.5 per game, and leading the team in most. She swatted 78 on the season, far the team since striegter came on board.
assists (116), stem (64) and three point per- and away the oo:nference leader. That left ''All of our coaches have, as far as bringing
her just.two short of Meg 8-rouler's single- in talent, attitude ~· People gt> hard
centage (.446).
Based on thatperformance, Scala has season school reoord of 80 and puts her -everyday, practice is hard everyday. It's
been named to the ~tic Sun Preseason just 18 short ~f Schuler's all-time school totally different.''
<

Speraw faces challenge with ,only 5 retuming players
TOM ALEXANDER
STAFF WRITER

\

"Each and every year it's a new
team," said UCF m@n's basketball
coach Kirk Speraw.
In no year has a statement like that
been truer than this one. Just a few
short months ago, the UCF Golden
Knights were one win a!1\fay from playing for the Atlantic Sun Conferel)ce
Championship and an automatic bid to
the .NCAA tournament. As short as
those months have been, they have been
eventful ones for this program.
Twin brothers Stephe!l and Joey
Graham, two of UCF's top four scorers
and marqu~e player~, left UCF in the
offseason for Oklahoma State, dealing a
tremendous blow to Speraw's squad.
That loss has many thinking UCF can't
possibly have a season like they had
last year. The Golden Knights have been
picked to finish only fifth in the new
South Division of the A-Sun in the preseason poll, ahead of Stetson.
But the team is confident that they
can prove those who count them out
because Of that loss wrong. The Knights
return two starters from last season
Md four seniors, including standout
guard Ray Abellard and forward Ed
Dotson. With a large quantity. of newcomers, the returning players will have
to take charge, Speraw said.
_"Some people are going to have to
have good seasons for us. Ed Dotson,
Ray Abellard, Al Miller, Josh Bodden,
Manus Boyd are going to have to really
carry the load here early on in the season," Speraw said.
Abellard and Miller will provide a
veteran presence in the Knights' backcourt, but Boyd should also see time
ihere as well. The position where UCFwill be hardest hit will be at center,
where the graduation of Paul Reed
leaves a pretty big hole to fill. Right now
three players will try and fill that role:
Dotson, Bodden, and junior. college
transfer Roberto Morentin. At 6-feet-9,
Morentin will provide some size in the
paint. ·With Miller and Abellard seeing
JoE KALEITA t CFF
increased time together, size will be
something UCF may lack at times . Ed Dotson was side-lined for most of last season after breaking his leg early in the season.
(Miller is nearly six feet, while Abellard
they can adjust to the college game fast take on Navy this Friday. They also play
tops out at 5-feet-10).
UCF will have to count on its new- enough.
Florida A&M on the road (Dec. 7), and
comers to produce very quickly if they
The
Knights
have
a
tough
road
the Knights' road schedule ends with a
1
are to succeed. The loss of. Jasen ahead of them. In addition to an always- trip to. little Manhattan to play Big 12
Thornton takes a much-needed sh~·--,-diffidult conference schedule UCF will opponent Kansas State.
'
shooter off the bench, but two true also take on some big-name out-of-conBefore beginning their eonference
freshmen, Troy Lindbeck and Marcus ference schools. In fact, UCF starts the schedule in January, the Knights have a
McGee, will be able to fill those shoes if season on the row,l in-.Annapolis, Md., to three game homestand in which -they

JOE KALEITA I
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Ray Abellard was third on the team fast year with 13 points per game.
will host Gulf Coast, the Citadel, and, most
notably, the Miami Hurricanes on Dec. 27.

UCF opens its home schedule against
Niagra at 7:30 p.m. Monday.

UCF picked"to finish second in A-Sun South Division
FROM PAGE
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Washington, a junior, led the
team in scoring last season averaging 11.1 points per game.

Turnover turn around
Last season UCF had a problem with turnovers, losing the ball
687 times. That trend continued
against NWBL, where the Golden
Knights turned the ball over 32
times.
But against Houston they took
much better care of the ball, issuing
just eight turnovers.
'We definitely have to take care
of the ball better," Striegler said "I
think that's the key point. There's no

reason we should be having as
many turnovers as we had in the
exhibition game the other night
because we have lot more solid
guards."

Hudson scored 12 points and
had two steals in 15 minutes as

going to get a lot of minutes. The
other three-are going to get minutes
depending on the different people
that we play."

Samford and Gardner-Webb were
picked to finish behind them in both
polls, respectively.
Florida Atlantic was the choice
by both parties for the South
Division, followed by UCF, Troy State,
Stetson, Mercer and Jacksonville.

reserve versus Houston.
Fellow freshmen Claudia
Johnson and Shelby Weber also
played solidly in those games in lim- Around the A-Sun
ited minutes. Johnson, a guard, had
-Freshmen show potential
In addition to UCF guard
Striegler has talked highly of 13 points combined in the two Jessica Scala, Georgia State's Evita
freshmen point guards Hudson and games and Weber, a forward, had · Rogers ·and Angelina Miller, Florida UCF signs five
Continuing their upswing in
Shayla Smith all preseason. In the nine points, five rebounds and three Atlantic's Tamica Pierce and Troy
·
two exhibition games, both players blocks all together.
State's Thea Harring make up the . recruiting, the Golden Knights signed
The -last freshman on the Atlantic Sun Preseason Team. five high school standouts to letters of
showed why.
Smith dished out nine assists, . squad, guard LaShay King, played Rogers was also named Preseason intent. That group includes: center
got five steals, scored eight points just four minutes against NWBL and Player of the Year.
Courtney Stroud (Charlotte, N.C.),
and grabbed six rebounds in 31 min- not at all against Houston.
Both the coaches and the forwards Keunta Miles (Dania) and
- "I think all the freshman are media polls pick Georgia State to Cassie Millner (Warner Robins, Ga.),
utes off the bench against NWBL.
She started against Houston and going to play a part in the season win the North Division and repeat as and guards Shae Slade (Ft.
had six points, five assists and two that we have this year," Striegler conference champs. Belmont, Lauderdale) and Jessica Still
said '1 think Celeste Md Shayla are Campbell, Jacksonville State, (Owensboro, Ky.).
steals in 21 minutes.
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Senior Jessica
Scala is a
major .reason
for the Golden

'.

Knights'

·turnaround

~

Guard Al Miller
begins his fourth
season·directing
Speraw's offense

CHRIS BERNHARDT

TOM ALEXANDER

STAFF WRlTER

STAFF WRITER

If Jessica Scala had her way; she probablY wouldn't hold back at all So what if she
had major back surgery in the offseason, multiple injuries didn't keep ~er from playing last
year. So why can't she practioo full speed?
"Co~ is always pulling her out of drills,
[Scala gBts] . _upset," teammate Erin PaigB
said "She can't run sprints. Everyone else is_
• 'oh, we're on the line agrun', J is like the first
one on the line. :J, no you can't run.' "
_ Such has become the .calling card of
Scala. Fbr all her crisp passes and sharp
shooting, her .toughness impresses people as
much as anything. Despite dealing with a
back injury and a severely sprained left ankle,
Scala missed none of the Golden Knights 30
JOE KALErrA I CFF
games last season and started 29 of them. ·
Jessica Scala led the team last year in.assists, steals
Now as she embarks on her second and final
and three-point percentage.
season at UCF, she hopes, her body can hold
· up enough to help carry a deep Golden
Wlien asked, where that toughness
Knights squad to prominenoo.
"Tm gBtting better everyday. About 70-75 comes .frOin, Scala simply shrugs and says
peroont is where rm around right now;" Scala she doesn't know. But her head coach has a
said better explanation.
"I think it comes from her upbringing,"
That much out of her, especially about
injuries, is a lot. She's soft-spoken in inter- Striegter said "fve met her family, her dad
views when she speaks at all, and clearly isn't and her stepdad and her mom are both the
very comfortable with all the attention she type of people that when she got hurt they
receives. But her play speaks for itself. The 5- were 'ohyou're ok, gBt up.' "
feet-4inch point guard joined the team last
This season she's expected to lead a
·year after transferring from Palm Beach deep Golden Knights team that is picked to
Community CollegB and instantly quickened finish second in the A-Sun South Division.
the paoo of the Golden Knights offense. sp.e Though techniCany a point guard, the addiaveraged 10.5 points per game, good for soo- tion of talented freshman point guards Shayla
ond Qn the team. She grabbed 5.5 rebounds Smith and Celeste Hudson and the surprise
per game, third best on the team. She dished return of senior Yvette Ash will likely put
out 116 assists, nabbed 64 steals and nailed Scala in more of a position to score. That
45 peroont of her three pointers, all team- should be a good thing, as she's already one
bests. She clearly established herself as the of the most prolific long-range shooters in
most versatile player on a Golden Knights school history. Her 50 sucressful three-point
team that finished 17-13, its first winning sea- . attempts ranks ninth on UCF's all-time list.
son in three years under Coach Gail Striegter. Her .446 peroontage from beyond the arc
':Jess brings a lot of thingB," Striegter stands third
said "If you ask anybody in our conferenoo,
. And when she does pass, hopefully she'll
they would say she's the number one reason have a little· better luck connecting with her
we had a turnaround last ye.a:r. That's just teammat.es. Last season some of the Golden
because up until that time we really couldn't Knight players had problems catching and
gBt the ball up the floor and gBt in a more up- holding onto her quick strikes. That contempo game. And Jess does a great job of gBt- . tributed to her 120 turnovers. Minimizing mistingthe ball where it needs to be and she ere-_ takes has become a team-wide goal, and a
ates a lot of opportunities for her teammates." year of playingwi..th UCF's experienood core
should help.
.All that got her named Second
All~
- Conferenoo. All that recently got her named to
"'They've been a lot.better about that this
the A-Sun Preseason team. Yet all that does-· year," Striegter said "The post players have
n't seem to phase her one bit.
really been doing a ¢00 job of keeping their
"I don't really pay attention to stuff like heads up and beingreadyforthe pass and the
that," Scala said "It's a honor to be named it, guards have had a year to play with her and I
but right now rm just trying to step up and be think they know what to expect out of her."
the player that I can be."
Regardless, her simply being on ~e
To Scala, basketball means everything. court at less then 100 peroont will send a mesEver,.sinoo her stepfather got her into the sagB to the team as a whole. Tha~ trait of
game at age 11, she has become something of wanting to go all out even when hurt inspires
a.gym rat. That probably has somethingto do not only the younger players but the most vetwith why she hates to sit out so much at a . eran of tOOmm.ates. ·
"Some daYs you can tell she's kind of in
practioo drill Her willingness to play through
pain shows her love for the game as well But pain, but she's not going to complain," said
it also says something about her toughness PaigB, one of team's longest tenui'ed players.
·both mentally and physically.
"She's heart and soul"

ream

If the UCF men's basketball team is to
sucooed this season, it will have to count on its
veteran players to be leaders and carry it until
the newcomers can adapt to the UCF system.
This is especially true of senior point guard.Al
Miller. Miller and Ray Abellard make up the
Knights backcourt, but it is Miller who will be
called upon by Coach Kirk Speraw to direct
traffic out on the floor and distribute the ball
to his teammates.
Miller grew up in the southeast area of
Washington, D.C., and started out as a football
player. As he tells it, Miller never really had a
love for basketball growing up, but in the sum-_
mer when his friends and family would play,
Miller was always called upon to fill in when
there weren't enough players to have a pickup game.
As time went on, Miller says he developed-a love for the game, and in his freshman
year of high schooL the former quarterback,
wide receiver ·and running back switched to
basketball After attending Calvin Coolidge
High School until his junior year, Miller
switched to Maine Central Institute. It was ·
during his senior year at MCI, when the team
won ·the New Engiand Prep School
championship: that Miller drew the attention
of the staff at UCF.
But the Golden Knights weren't the only
team to recruit Miller. Schools such as
Georgetown, Louisville, Maryland and. UCF's
Atlantic Sun rival Georgia State also recruited
the point guard, but Miller says it was UCF's
loyalty during the recruiting proooss that
made him want to come here.
''To be honest, I didn't have mY SAT
scores in time, and a lot of the b~r schools
ended up goingwith other players or just not
~me as much," Miller said "But UCF
just seemed to stick beside me through the
· thick and thin. Even when I didn't have my
scores, Coach was still calling and knocking
on my door and coming up to visit me. When I
finally had a chanoo to come down and visit, it
was my first time in Florida, and the sunshine
and everything that g0es with it

.
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Al Miller dished out ~ team-leading 94 assists last
year.

brought me here."
Those other collegBS' loss has been the
Golden Knights' gain. Miller has 374 career
assists, and it is his unselfishness with the
basketball that Speraw thinks is his biggest
asset.
·
"He's a great distributor of the basketball He really pushe8 the ball well in transition and finds the open man. He's very hard to
defend on the dribble as well," Speraw said.
.Entering his senior season, Miller is
going to have to continue to do what he does
best for the Knights to win the .AtlaJitic Sun.
Miller himself says he feels like he has had the
best summer workouts of his careei; and he is
determined to help the Golden Knights go
where he has never gone before
''It's my last year, and I plan on having
my best year. My whole career, we've alw&ys
been right there, but never fortunate enough
to win the A-Sun and go to theNCMs. I want
nothing less than that for this
team," Miller said

c
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UCFloses .
regular season ·
game to Florida
International ·
FROM PAGE
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escaped UCF 1-0 earlier in the season.
It would take a score from one of UCF's
bench players, junior Chris Beaulac,
. and after Jacksonville tied the game
with just over seven minutes left in regulation, the Knights won in overtime on
an own goal. A UCF thrown-in bounced
off a Jacksonville defender and into the
Dolphins' net to end their season.
The Golden Knights would move
on to face fourth-seeded Stetson the
next day for the A-Sun Championship
after Stetson knocked off top-seeded
Mercer. Bad weather would postpone
the game UI1Jil Sunday, when the two
long-time A-Sun rivals would battle
once again.
The two teams fought a titanic
struggie in the first half and went into
the break scorele-ss. Just over two minutes into the second half, UCF senior
forward Freddy Koyagialo scored off a
pass from freshman Billy Judino, and
the Knights held on to win the championship they were favored to win before
the season even started.
Four Golden Kniglits made the All. Tourn_a ment team, including tournament MVP Eric Vasquez, freshman
goalkeeper Ryan Mcintosh, junior
Brian Malec and freshman Austin
Gunning. Besides the offensive surge of
forwards Koyagialo and freshman Juan
Pablo Giraudo in the second half of this
season, UCF has had a different hero
nearly_ every match. That depth, in
addition to this squad's unbelievable
heart and chemistry, will be what it
needs to take the conference's automatic bid.to the NCAA tournament and
go·farther than any UCF men's soccer
team has gone before.
To get there the Golden Knights
will have beat Florida International,
which beat UCF on Nov. 10, 3-2, but the
Golden Knights scored their two goals
unanswered in the second half,
momentum that the team feels carried
it through the conference tournament.
The winner of Friday's match will travel to Dallas to play Southern Methodist
• on Nov. 27.

l
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RYAN FUNN

Hang time

Punter Ryan Flinn has made the best
ofhis limited opportunities at UCF

CHRIS BERNHARDT
STAFF WRITER .

When you're a punter for UCF, life can
have a lot of twists and turns. The Golden
Knights have that high-oCtane offense that.
tends to go zero-to-60 from half-to-half. In
the first half you could be placing punts
inside the one. In the next you could be
watcbingthewhole game from the sidelines.
Such was the case for Ryan F1inn in UCF's
32-6 victory over Kent State last Saturday.
"Me not playing is good for us. rd like to
not play as much as I have," Flinn said. "It's
all about field position. I'll do my best to get
it down.as clo~e to the goal line as possibl~."
At times this season that potent and
veteran UCF offense has sputtered. At other
times the inexperienced defensive players
have had trouble keeping teams from running them over. The Golden Knights have
gone through problems on kick returns and
coverage, and even true freshman placekick.er Matt Prater has walked a fine line
between ·spectacular and inconsistent. Yet
one thing has remained constant: Flinn.
The senior has been nothing short of
great for the Golden Knights this season,
booming kicks from deep in UCF territory
or delimtely placing .them inside the opponent's 20-yard line. On 34 punts this year, he
has 1,416 yards and an average of 41.6
yards per kick. He has a long of 61, yet has
put the opposing te.am inside its own 20 six
times.
"He's been the biggest surprise rve had
in a while," UCF Coach Mike Kruczek said
"fve known Ryan since he got here, obvious]y, and we put him on scholarship last
January. I still had some questions about his
game toughness and mental approach to
the game, being able to handle the crowds,
but he's answered it in spades, really; and
done a.great job."
Though this kind of production shouldn't seem that unusual for a senior, F1inn
doesn't qualify as an ordinary senior.
Though part of the team for the past five
seasons, he came into the year with only five
career punts. The reason: four-year starter
Javier Beorlegui blocked him. Though
Beorlegui handled both punting and place
kicking duties, his specialty was the punt.
He ranks second in school record book with
6,209 career punting yards. His 41.1 career
average ranks third. All that combined to
keep Flinn on the bench.
.
But even more difficult then not playing, Flinn didn't have a scholarship. That
meant he had to pay his way through school,
while finding time to attend class and practice. During the summer he worked close to

KRISTI SHONICA I

CFF

UCF leads the MAC with 37.4 net yards per punt on
Ryan Flinn's 41.6 yards per kick.

50-60 hours a week at a telephone research
company back home in Fbrt Myers. He also
tutored computer science for athletes during the season and depended on loans to
pay off his rent. At one point he said he was
close to donating plasmai.,
"I had a rough time when I came here
financially. Tb.ere was a couple of times that
I was thinking about transferring and/Qr
quit and get a job," Flinn said. "But ev~ry
one else to}d me to stick with it. Javier was
actually one of them that was real close to
me and said just stick with, it will be worth
it in the end."
· And he was right. Staying has turned
out well worth it for Flinn and the Golden
Knights. Yet he still had the difficult task of
filling Beorlegui's kicking shoes. As a senior
last year, Beorlegui averaged 43.5 yards per
punt, the _third best season in UCF history.
Clearly F1inn has come through As a
team UCF leads the MAC in net punting
with a ~7.4 yard per punt average. That's
more_than a full-yard over the next closest
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team, Marshall, who averages 36 yards. ·
Flinn's average would make him the league
leader if he had enough_ punts to qualify. But
UCF has the third least punts in the conference, behind 'lbledo (30) and Marshall (31).
'We're the No. 1 punt team in the conference and we've also. punted less t,han
anybody in the conference," Kruczek said
"It's unfortunate because he's done just a
·fantastic job with get-off distance, hang
time, accuracy; being able to pooch the ball.
He's got all the kicks. He can kick it deep. He
can spot punt the ball. Kick it out of bounds.
He does a remarkable job."
_
Though Flinn stands out physically for
a kicker at ~feet-5, observers questioned
whethei; he could do so with b1s play. But
both he and those around him never did.
·'Tm not really slirprised, rm happy for
him that he-is having this great year," long
snapper Bobby Brewin said. "I didn't expect
that .h e would have a bad year. I always
knew he had the p0tential to be a really
great punter and he's really proven that."
Added Flinn: "Tb.ere was never a doubt
in my mind, rm just glad I put everyone
else's doubts to rest. I just pushed myself
more in practice so I could do better and better."
Now the former walk-on has a scholarship, and the only full-time job he has
involves punting. As one of the few seniors
involved with the kicking game (Brewin is
the other) he has become a Ieaµer. Using his
· experience and the wit that made Brewin
describe him as a "gnofy'' guy, F1inn has
helped out freshmen place-kickers Prater
and Ryan Fee]y, and ironically freshman
_ Kevin Beorlegui. Javier's youngBr brother
and Flinn's eventual replacement.
F1inn still talks to and hangs out with
the elder Beorlegui, called him his best
friend in the world and even planned .to go
out to the beach with him the morning following the Kent State game. He credits that
time com~tingwith him for a lot of his success.
Like Beorlegui, he surely impresses some s~uts. But punters take time to make
it big, and F1inn says he wouldn't mind
heading to NFL Europe to not only develop
~lf for the NFL but knock out a life goal
of seeing Europe. That'd be· a pretty good
situation for a guy that had to save every
penny just to make it this far. ,
"rd like a chance to go to the next level.
I feel rm doing pretty good this season and
that flljust keep getting better and better as
time goes on," F1inn said "I know there's a
lot ofwalk-ons out there. Fbr everyone else
out there that reads this, just keep at it. It
pays off."
·
·
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Knights have something
to prove against Miami
Wauford after he got arrested on
battery ehargBs for allegedly shovmore, he is mepbanically as sound ing a Marshall fap. to the ground
as there is. He is also very smart after last week's game. How well
with what he does with the foot- they do without him will make a
ball So he is going to be a tremen- big difference in the ballgame.
dous challenge. Strength-wise and Miami also suspended ·assistant
delivery, he is every bit as much as .roach ·'Th.ver Johnson after he
Byron (Leftwich). And he has got accepted full responsibility for
more mobility. You're looking at a damaging Miami's coaches' box
guy in two ye.ars who oould be the after the same game.
''I don't think they fall off a
No. 1 pick in the rountry simply
because of his athleticism and the whole lot other than the fact that
you lost two roaches who run a lot
way he delivers the football."
The RedHawks are also plen- of drills and who the kids work
ty capable of running the ball. with and have an identity with ·
veteran Cal Murray has been in daily," Kruczek said "I don't think
and out of the Jiri.eup all year with that they are going to fall off that
injuries, but Luke Clemens has much. Eyes are a problem
filled in nicely. The junior has 983 because you've two sets eliminatrushingyards and an eye-popping ed from the equation. Now [Miami
16 rushing touchdowns. He's also Coach Terry Hoeppner] has to
a formidable pass catcher out of depend on some young people,
the backfield, with 25 rereptions. probably some grad 3$Sistants .
Clemens will still start if Murray that are on that side of the football
returns, but if both are available to step up responsibility wise and
then Miami will have an extremely be able to tell him what is going on.
Then you.have to have a guy Call
dangerous ground gmne.
One last offensive weapon at the game. Now [Hoeppner] is
Miami's disposal is plare-kicker goingto be a lot more involved, but
Jared Parsegbian. The most accu- I don't think that will bother him."
rate kicker in the MAC this seaThe last thing UCF will have
son, he hasn't a missed a field gool to rontend with- weathei: So far
- since last ye,ar. He has oonnected the Golden Knights have lucked
· on 16 straight attempts, a ronfer~ out on the road. They got an
unseasonably cool day in Arizona
ence reoord.
On defense, Miami doesn't back in Septembei: And they got
look great on papei: They give up an unusually warm Buffalo day
over 400 tot.al_yards per game. two weeks ago. Will Mother
Miami's run defense isn't good, Nature rontinue to smile on the
allowing 139.1 yards per gmne. Golden Knights, and if she doesn't,
Even worse, Miami's passing how much of factor will the rold be
defense ranks among the worst in in this extremely important game? .
"fm hoping it is snowing,"
nation, as it gives up 273 yards per
game in the air. F3cing the highly Schneider said ·~I hear all preranked Golden Knights' passing sea8on is we can't play in the rold
offense, that's very bad news.
games, we are going to fold when
Yet the RedHawks' defense it gBts rold and snowy. We are
has stiffened up when it has had Florida boys who can't handle the
to. Miami is the best in the ronfer- rold weathei: I W3Ilt to go out and
ence in redzone defense and third show everyone that we can handle
it and we are just as good in 80
down ronversions allowed
· 'They are a lot more blitz and degree weather as we are in 20
play more man roverage than degree weather."
UCF hasn't beaten a team
[Kent State]," Kruczek said ''In
certain formations they like to with a winning reoord since 1998.
oome and gBt yolL They have a This marks its last chance to do so
multitude of different looks that this season. Miami's defense will
they can present, they can oome likely have some problems without
with the blitz."
their coordinator, which means
·
They also bring a decent pass the Golden Knights should srore
rush, led by defensive end Matt some points. But can the UCF
Edwards (nine sacks) and line- defense stop Roetblisberger,
- ~er Matt Robillard (ffix sacks). Clemens and the RedHawk
As a team, Miami has 23 sacks, offense? This UCF team hasn't
though they've also allowed 28.
shown the ability to rise to the
But in the coaches' box, the occasion in big ~es, and until
RedHawks have a hUgB question they do it's hard to pick them to
mark The school suspended win one.
defensive coordinator John
Miami 35, UCF 21
-
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UCF plays winner of JU-JSU
FROM PAGE
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4).-No. 3 seed Florida Atlantic (1316, 8-3) battles No. 6 seed Troy
State (20-10, 7-4) for the right to
play Georgia state in the seoond
round
The Golden Knights earned ·
the top seed by finishing the regular season 10-1 in the A-8un. They
tied Georgia St.ate for the regurar
season title and earned the No. 1
seed _because UCF beat the
Pcmthers 3-1 back on Oct. 4.
The only A-8un team to beat
the Knights was jacksonville. The
Dolphins upset UCF 3-2 on Nov. 8.
UCF's Leyre Santaella Sante, a
three-time player-of-the-week honoree, suffered an ankle sprain in
the first game of that match Sante
should be ready to play this Weekend, but Colado said it's not definite.

In order for UCF to gBt a sooond chanoo at Jacksonville, the
Dolphins have . to gBt past
Jacksonville State. The Dolphins
beat the Gamecocks 3-1 back on
Oct. 18, but JSU won its last five
oonference games.
':Jacksonville state is playing
verywellrightnow," Colado said "I
think that that's goingto be a very
good match and very much a bat-tle. Jacksonville state. has a new
ooach and he's done a fantastic job
with the program in the short period of time."
Jacksonville and JSU face off
at 11 a.m. Friday, with the FAUTroy State ~e following it at 1
p.m. UCF will play the winner of
the first ~e at 5 p.m. and
Georgia state plays the winneP of
the · second ~e at 7 p.m. The
championship. game will be
Saturday at 1 p.m.
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Highlights of the
cultural calendar

Airborne ambition
juggling teaches more than how to keep things moving .·

SHELLEY MARMOR
· MIKE BLAKLEY

STAFF WRITER

STAFF WRITER

Thursday, Noy. 21
UCF Study Abroad Eair
Students will be able to meet with the
Study Abroad program directors, as well as UCF
students who have participated in this program.
at this annual event. The fair will provide information on studying abroad for one semester.
one summer or one year in countries such as
South Africa. Japan. Mexico and the French
Caribbean. This event will be held at 10 a.m. in
the Pegasus Ballroom in the Student Union; call
Mark McMeley at 407-882-2302.

Friday, Nov. 22 .
UCF Volleyball
·
Come cheer on the undefeated UCF
Knight volleyball team as they compete against
the Belmont Bruins. The volleyball team has a
recora of 5~0 and a 70-4 record since they
began playing the Atlantic Sun Conference in
1992. The game starts at 7 p.m. in the UCF
Arena: for ticket information call 407-UCF-GOLD
or call Gert Garman at 407-823-6398.

Saturday, Nov. 23

The Hunger ~anquet
This event hosted by Volunteer UCF educates students about the hungry and homelessness people of the world. Admission to the
banquet is two canned goods. which will be distributed to the hungry and homeless during
the holiday season. It will take place at 7 p.m.
in the Pegasus Ballroom in the Student Union;
for information or to RSVP. e-mail hungerbanquet2002@hotmail.com or call Paige Morgan at
407-823-6471.

Sunday, Nov. 24
The Merry Wives of Windsor
Theatre UCF presents Shakespeare's 400year-old play, 1he "Merry Wives of Windsor."
According to legend. Queen Elizabeth asked
Shakespeare to write this play about a character named Falstaff and the crazy things he does
becau~ of love. This is the last night this play
will be showing so don't miss out. All shows
take place in the Theatre Building on Stage I;
for ticket information. show times and prices
call 407-823-1500.
-

Students juggle careers, families and
classes .on a daily b.asis, but now they can
.learn. to juggte the old-fashioned way, like
graduate student Jasun· Burdick.
Burdick started the UCF Juggling Club
three years ago so he could learn how to juggte better. Now, as its president, he teaches
20 to 30 students every Tuesday afternoon in
the lobby of the engineering building.
"I want to make it so everyone can learn
in about an hour, that's the goal," he said.
· He puts together instruction booklets
and teaching methods on how to juggle for
his students. He measures reaction times,
accuracy rates. and correction rang~s to
come up with a system to teach juggling..
"I'm in the industrial engineering program, I have to make a system," said
Burdick.
However, Burdick is not the only one
who uses this process. Psychology professor
James Brophy, over the past ~ight years: has
required his students to learn how to juggle
for his general psychology class, .
This active learning helps them understand how stress aff~cts performance, how
practice can change behavior and how
their minds work Brophy said. Students
are also required to write a paper about
juggling and take a juggling exam in
front of the class.
''At first students grumble a lot,
but by the time they finish they are
really glad they did it. Some people just learn better while they're
moving."
(
Brophy not only sponsors
the UCF Juggling Club, but helps
recruit members as well since
almost half of the club's members join because of his class,

Kenny Toombs,
,
vice president of the Juggling
Club at UCF, practices a
. non-conventional
style in which he
rolls an acrylic sphere all
over his body.
KATIE FIATH I CFF

Monday, Nov. 25
Backroom Words
At seven-years-old. Backroom Words.
hosted by Patrick Scott Barnes. is the longest
running open microphone poe.try event in
Orlando. This uncensored event welcomes all
forms of poetry. Festivities begin at 10 p.m. at
Will's Pub. located at 1850 North Mills Ave. This
event is for people 21 and over and there is no
cover charge; call 407-~98-5070.

Tuesday, Nov. 26

Art Gallery Talk
_
Faculty member Jason Burrell will give a
free lecture on the UCF Art Gallery as well as a
digital media presentation in the Art Gallery at
10 a.m today. This presentation is in conjunction
with the UCF Faculty Art Exhibit in the UCF Art
Gallery, which will be on display until Dec. 8.
Gallery hours are. Monday through Friday. 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sundays from 1 p.f11. to 5
p.m.; call Janet Kilbride at 40?-823-3161.

PLEASE SEE
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renjoy the
repetiiive m9tion
and performing in
·front of people.
I'm a showoff.
-KENNY TOOMBS
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Wednesday, Nov. 27
Kristie Deluca Band at The Cricketer's
Arms
Dine on traditional English pub-style
cuisine while listening to the pop/rock sounds
of the Orlando-based pop/rock Kristie Deluca
Band. The Buffalo. New York singer/songwriter
started playing musical instruments at the age
of seven and can now Rl~y the piano, violin and
flute, in addition to singing. Catch this live performance at 10 p.m. at The Cricketer's Arms in
the Mercado. located at 8445 International
Drive. There is no cover charge, and all ages are
welcome; call 407-354-0686.
-

Thursday, Nov. 28
Ja.u Garage

Bandleader Anthony Cole is one of the
most famous jazz musicians in the Central
Florida area. Not only is his mother R&B singer
Linda Cole, but he is also related t6 Nat 'King'
Cole and Natalie Cole. Every Thursday night he
plays for the Jazz Garage at Will's Pub, located
at 1850 North Mills Ave. for The Jazz Garage. The
music starts playing at 11 p.m .. is for people 21
and olcfer and has an entry fee of $3; call 407898-5070.

Every little·tip helps·pay their way
KRISTIN DAVIS
STAFF WRITER

The majority of students
who work at service-oriented
jobs like senior Nicole Biscuiti,
22, usually rely on tips from. cusI
tomers to financially · support
themselves. Biscuiti has been a waitress
since. she was 15 years old. She
. currently works at Wackadoo's,
where she has been a server for
almost three years now and usu-

ally makes about $10 an hour in
tips alone.
She even recently received a
$10 tip for a $2 check.
Senior Eric Stewart, a· 22year-old waiter at T.G.I Fridays,
makes ·an average of $85 to $100
in tips per shift. If. his customers
don't tip him at least 20 percent,
he feels he didn't do his job right.
There was even one
instance when an overly grateful
customer left- Stewart ·a much
larger ti:p than 20 percent.

"My best tip was unbelievable," said Ste\Yart. "I got a
$1,000 tip from a rich guy who
had a $53 check and too much to
drink. I was very grateful; it paid
for a small vacation I went on."
But Stewart has not always
b~en so lucky. He said he has
been left without any tip at all on
more than one occasion.
Although not many customers will tip $1,000 for a $53
check, Stewart still feels every
little bit counts.

"If every customer would tip
20 percent and an extra dollar, it
would make- a world of a differenc_e to the server," Stewart said.
"There isn't anyone who will
miss that extra dollar, but it really helps the waiter."
Said Biscuiti: "Serving is the
ideal job for students in college."
F~r most people who work in
this type of iii.dustry, customer's
tips ·are essential to them since
PLEASE SEE
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A 'FusiaR' of food itnd fun
DONNA

T.

);;

SCHUMAN

STAFF WRITER

Fbr many college students,
dining out usually means a trip to
the drive-thru or wings at a·sports
bar. However, Fusian Japanese
Eatery offers a delicious alternative for under $8.
The restaurant. is decorated
with oriental-style draperies and
butterflies hanging ·on the walls.
As customers enter the restaurant, they can hear the soothing
sound of various water fountains
and Japanese instrumentai-nmsic
throughout the dining area.
, Fusian is primarily a Sushi
bar and offers more than 40 types
of sushi rolls. Students with
scbool spirit can even order the
UCF roll, which consists of snapper, cucumber, mayo 3Jld seed.
However, customers have
other options to choose from, .
such as the Chicken Teriyaki
eombo, a favorite of the non-sushi
eaters, said owner and executive
chef, Bruce Lam.
The restaurant has gradually adjusted their prices to accommodate student's budgets.
'We cater more to our regular. ·crowd, which is the ~liege
students," Lam said.
Fusian also offers coupon
specials at various times and
daily lunch specials for under $6.
The restaurant's happy hour
does not offer specials on drinks,
even though beer and wine is
served there, but instead consists
ofsushi for $1 a roll from 3:30 p.m.
to5:30p.m.

Incense

COLONIAL LOCATION
5600 W. COLONIAL ORNE

Oxford Square Plaza

·Colonial Comer Plaza

407.292.1889

(Across from SAMS Qub)

,

DONNA T. SCHUMAN

'·

I CFF

Chef Junior Vongkhamseng prepares sushi rolls·available at Fusian Japanese Eatery. .

Customers are encofiraged expand the Fusian name and
to show off their best singingveic- open two more restaurants.
es every Saturday night at 10 p.m. Fusian Too will resemble the origfor Fusian's karaoke night. Some inal Fusian and is expected to
songs are even sung in various open next year. However, Tai
languages. It's a lot of fun for Fusian will specialize in Tai food
-everyone, Lam said.
· · and is set to open in January on
But Fusian is not always Alafaya.
filled with the melodic sounds of
Lam attributes Fusian's sucits guests. During ·off-Karaoke cess to the reasonable prices, outhours, the atmosphere at Fusian standing staff and good relations
is extre:i;nely friendly and relax- with their customers.
ing. Guests can enjoy their
'We are very personal with ·
entrees while sitting at regular the clients," Lam said "Some
tables or in a Tamami, a (clients) come in two to three
Japanese-style booth where cus- times a week"
tomers remove their shoes and
Fusian Japanese Eatery is
eat while kneeling on fluffy pil- located at 12281 University Blvd.
lows.
in the University Seven Shoppillg
Guests can even watch the Center. The restaurant hours are
chefs prepar~ sushi rolls at the Monday through Friday, 11 a.m.
sushi bar.
to 10 p.m., Saturday 1 p.m. to 3
Soon diners~ even have a a.m. and closed on Sunday. For
variety of Fusian Eateries to more information call (407)737choose from. Lam plans to 0803.

their country it is usually
already included- ip the bill,
that is ·how they usually make Scottaline said.
most of their money.
Yet, students aren't the
Freshman Kelly Morrell, only ones on campus who face
19, can relate. ·
this problem.
"Most servers depend on
Gina Mckenzie, 44, has
making most of their money at worked at the Clip Joint, a
work from tips," Morrell said. barbershop/salon at UCF for
Morrell noticed from her five years now. She has found
past experience working at a that the amount of money
local Italian Restaurant in each customer tips depends
Melbourne, her hometown, on the individual. On average,
that regular customers · and she usually receives $2 per people in the restaurant busi- · haircut.
"Tipping should be volun- .
ness tend to be the best ti - .
pers.
tary," said Mckenzie. "I don't
Biscuiti agreed.
expect to get a certain amount
·· "I know what it's like to each ti.me." .
have to work for tips so I ai:n
Elaine Poole, 51, also
more generous with tips when works at the Olip Joint and'
I go out to eat .. I think ·most has -made a living styling cusstudents tip well because they .tomers hair for the past 17
can relate to having to work years.
.
. hard to support themselves."
"In my line of work, we
The amount each server live off of the extra money we
makes in tips _also depends on get as tips," Poole said. "It's
the time of the.if.shift and how the money we use to buy gas
. busy the restaurant is at that to put in our cars, pay tolls
time.
and it's our spending money."
According to junior Kelley
.· Poole makes about $30 a
Scottaline, a 20-year-old·wait- day in tips and-said that upper
ress at Olive Garden, she usu- ciass:ri:ten at UCF usually tip
ally makes most of her tips the best.
late in the evening on the
"Freshmen usually don't
weekends.
tip as well because many of
For each shift. Scottaline them don't have jobs," she
wdrks during the weekends, said. "Generally though, UCF
she .makes about $60 to $100. students have given me better
In comparison, she makes tips than any other place I
about $40 to $60 during the have worked at before."
week.
Although she appreciates
Nevertheless, tips are not every tip she receives, she still
always guaranteed.'
feels each person sl:10uld give
· Sometimes
foreigners what they feel is right. ,
don't realize they are sup"When I tip someone, I
posed to leave a tip because in . · give from my heart."
17

;CASSELBERRY LOCATION
232 E. SEMORAN BLVD.

407.332.8365

Student servers rely on
tips for financial support
FROM PAGE
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Psychology professor works
-with club to help students juggle
FROM PAGE

17

said Burdick.
"I would have never even
thought of learning how to juggle
if it weren't for that class," said
. 18-year-old freshnian and the
historian,
Juggling ~ Club's
Lynette Kidwell.
Brophy's teaching methods
are more effective than just reading from a textbook, Kidwell
added.
"The class is certainly more
memorable," she said.
However, . the club's vice
president, 18-year-old freshman
Kenny Toombs, has his own reasons for juggling.
. "I . enjoy the repetitive
· motion and performing in front of
people," he said. "I'm a showoff."
They practice old tricks and
learn new ones, such as how to
unicycle, stilt walk and contact
juggle, which is when a juggler
rolls a glass ball across his/her
arms and body.
Th-e contact jugglers have to

take off all their jewelryio do it
right. Many of the times, we end
up practicing later than planneq
because nobody has a watch to
keep track of the time, Burdick
said.
Brophy already has plans to
invite the club to perform in his
class next semester.
Burdick hopes to schedule
future performances in the student courtyard and add stunts,
such as an organized unicycle
ride and a human wheel.
Burdick was even inspired
to create a geared unicycle that
can go up to 20 mph because of a
project a team of engineering
students did.
The students have already
demonstrated the ability to make
the necessary parts to create
one, Burdick said.
Burdick has nothing -but
confidence that he can teach stu- dents how to ride this unicycle
and juggle at the same time.
"I'm sure the students at
KATIE FIATH I CFF
our school could do it."
. Juggling Gub Treasurer Andrew Lowe concentrates intently on the timing of his juggle.
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• Gre~t Tex-Mex
•Cold .Beer

• Laid Back

Atmosphere!!! _
. 11 Forida Locations
7608 University.Blvd.
Corner o( Goldenrod and University
(UCf AREA)-

(407) 673-2456
Cool part-time jobs/
Call for an intsrvisw.
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So Deck the HallS.Already

In Business and FUwnce

Consumer Spending
Reassures Some
Fears about a major slowdown in
consumer spending have proven ·tp
be unfounded, for now, adding new
hope that the economy, while weak,
isn't slipping back into recession.
In October, shoppers increased
their spending on clothing and
many other retail goods. The Commerce Department said retail sales
excluding automobiles rose 0.7%,
far better than what most economists had been expecting. The
gain was led by a 4% increase in
spending in clothing stores, as the
coldest O.ctober in years helped
make up for weaker sales of winter
clothing earlier in the season. Auto
sales fell 1.9% after a 5% decline in
September. Including autos, retail
sales were flat in October, after a
1.3% drop in September.
The weak economy has put
many households in a financial
pinch, but thanks to downward price
pressures customer satisfaction
with a wide range of products and
services is edging .higher, in large
part because consumers feel companies are ·offering better values, ac- ·
cording to researchers at the University · of ¥ichigan. The university's quarterly American Customer
Satisfaction Index edged up during
the three months ended in September to a reading of 73.1, from 73 for
the second quarter and from 72 a
year ago. It was the third quarterly
increase dupng the past 12 months.
Many prices are falling due to
the weak economy and intense
global competition in some industries. Some economists worry this
could lead to a bout of deflation, in
which prices and wages fall in tandem, leading the economy into an
extentled recession. But the Michigan survey shows consumers are
responding positively to the lowprice environment.

Business Spending
Improves siigh.tly
·The outlook for business invest· ment appears to be improving, but
business spending is still likely to
be weak th)"ough the end of this
year.
__ The G7 Group· Inc., a political
and economic consulting firm, said
the latest preliminary reading of
its quarterly index of business investment improved to aminus 25 in
the fourth quarter from minus 37 in
the third quarter.
An index measure of minus 33 or
lower suggests that business fixed

- ©2002DowJones &Compa,ny, Inc. AJ!RightsReserved..

Glimmer of Hope
Month-to-month percentage change in
retail sales and sales excluding autos
ExcluCUng autos
• Retail sales -

fi

As Retailers Slash Prices,
Slwppers Hit Malls
In Early Holiday Rush

daunting. They founcf
early sales and promotions at Macy's, a unit
of Federated Department Stores Inc., J.C.
Penney .Co. and other
big department stores
hard to resist.
By SHELLY BRANCH
Merchants are do.ing their part to create
anta's sleigh is getting an .
a sense of urgency.
early lift.
Sales clerks at Express,
For weeks now, retail
a division of ·Limited
prognosticators
have
Brands . Inc., were ·
preached concern about the
handing
customers
. key holiday selling season. A
coupon booklets good fragile economy, lost jobs, and a
for 20% discountspossible .war with Iraq have led to
. deals that expire . as
predictions of one of the weakest
early as Nov. 27'. Kids'
holiday buying seasons in recent·
store Zany . Brainy; a
memory.
unit ofFAO Inc., has ofBut determined shoppers hit the
fered
scratch-off
malls last weekend well in advance
A woman and child browse holi.day-decorat.ed aisks at a · coupons good for savof the traditional holiday shopping
~t store at the Florence Mall November 15, 2002 in ings of 10% to 50%-so
kick-off, the
Friday after Flattening Out? Floreru:e, Kentiu:ky
·
long as the books, dolls and
games -ar,e
Thanksgiving. ·Con- Retail sales, in millions lines. Others are aware that retailsnatched up by Nov. 24th. _
Sumers said II November • December
But.even shops offering no disers are keeping inventories lean,
counts, such as boutiques owned by
which means that both trendy and
they had
-good reason ·$300
basic merchandise may s·ell out.
Coach Inc., are getting its share of
preseason shoppers. "We are findRetailers have their own reafor battling
ing that consumers are . shopping
sons for getting the seas.on started
f o u l 200
earlier than last year," says Lew
early: Hanukkah starts early, on
weather,
Frankfort, chief executive, who
- Thanksgiving weekend, and with
long lines 100
rioted that the company's strong
Christmas falling on a Wednesday,
and half0
stores get fewer shopping days beOctober sales had continued into
hour waits
for parking
tween Thanksgiving and Christthe first half of November. Sales of
'98 '99 '00 '01
certain gift items, like a small
mas in which to sell.
spaces at Note: Includes food services,
m a j o r excludes automobiles
·
"wristlet"- purse, were running
At the Garden State Plaza Mall
in Paramus, N.J., shoppers armed
about three times ahead of last
m a 1 1 S • Source: U.S. Census Bureau
year, he said.
Some, worwith coupons crammed the mall entrances to Macy's and J.C. Penney
According to an annual shopried about p9ssible layoffs, say they
want to get their spending done
Co., where "sale" and "clearance"
ping forecast from market rewhile they still have healthy credit
signs were both abundant and
Please turn to Next Page

S

S D M
'00'01

'02

Source: Commerce Department

investment is contracting in the current quarter. An index reading between zero and minus 33 indicates
·growth, but at slower rates than the
historical average of 5%. Results
greater than zero indicate above-average business investment.
The minus 25 reading is consistent with a 1.1% increase in business investment in the fourth quarter on a seasonally adjusted, annualized basis.

Antitrust Suit Hits
Visa, MasterCard
Visa and MasterCard under:took a decade-long effort to dis.courage the use ofrival debit cards
in favor of their own more~expen
sive versions, driving up costs for
retailers and consumers, newiy unsealed court documents show.
Depositions and internal company memos depict the companies
as paying banks millions of dollars
to curtail rival debit-card transactions, demanding that merchants
take their debit cards or lose access to credit-card sales, and even
trying to disguise their debit cards
so merchants couldn't tell them
from credit cards .
.Thousands of pages were un. sealed in a massive federal antitrust ~nit seeking damages from
Visa USA Inc. and MasterCard International Inc.-the world's
biggest credit-card issuers-by the
nation's retailers, led by Wal-Mart
Stores Inc. The suit-alleges the two
companies responded to the threat
from debit cards by creating their
own more-costly, less-efficient versions and illegally leveraging their
power in the credit-card market to
force merchants to use them.
Visa and MasterCard say none
of-their actions were illegal and all
Please turn to Next Page
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UCF undergraduates have unique opportunities
that provide a smooth transition to graduate school.

Senior sc olars can take graduate classes
that apply to both their undergraduate and
·
graduate degrees.
W!\ttt1¥fc#Ji§~ that enable .

· students to complete both a bachelor's and ·
master's degree in five years are· available to ·
·hlstory, liberal studies ahd nursing majors.

,•

Be successful.in class and your career with -The Wall Street Journal -_in print and online.
Subscribe today! Visit subscribe.wsj.com/student or call 1-800-975-8602.

~·l!&'i-- worth $25,000 per year are
available to outstanding UCF
undergraduates.
·
Visit our web site for more information.

www.gra~uate.ucf.edu

-

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
GRADUATE STUDIES

230 Millican Hall I 407 .823.2766
graduate@mail .ucf.edu
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Wireless E-mail Getting Cheaper
By JESSE DRUCKER
and ALMAR LATOUR

)

- w h a t if you upgraded
your network and no, body came?
_
Over the past severa~ months, the major
companies
cellular
have begun offering data services
on their new, higher-speed networks. The _goal: Get callers to
spend more by offering them email, Web surfing and even digital
photography right on the phone.
But early sales have been disappointing, analysts say.
As a result, prices are falling
dramatically. Instead of paying
double-digit premiums, you can
now get some services for a few extra dollars a month. And deals may
get even better soon. Some analysts believe the new data offerings

will go the way of caller ID and
three-way calling....:....sefvi.ces that
subscribers used to pay extra for,
but are now included in most call- ·
ingplans.
Sprint PCS recently introduced
new "unlimited data" plans, letting
customers do as much e-mailing
and Web browsing as they like-for
half what Sprint was charging just
a few months ago in some cases. A
customer with a $49.99-a-month
calling plan (for 500 "anytime"
minutes) gets unlimited data for an
additional $5. The data service can
actually be even cheaper, since
Sprint PCS throws in the first three
months free.
Meanwhile, AT&T Wireless Services Inc. and T-Mobile USA Inc.
both recently doubled the amount
of data available in some plans; effectively cutting prices nearly in
half. AT&T Wireless has also cut

rates on several of its plans: for
heavy users, to $59.99 from $79.99,
and for medium users, to $12.99
from $18.99.
Prices for data-enabled phones
are dropping, too. The Motorola
T720, a slick, color-screen flip
phone, was selling for $299 last
month from Verizon Wireless. Now,
it is available for a third that price.
Samsung A500 phones for $299 from
Sprint PCS come with a free attachable camera, if you buy a data plan.
The new services let you do
things like surf the Web, pick up
stock quotes and e-mail pictures to
friends. Some phones now come
with bigger screens that make Web
browsing more comfortable. But
speeds of the networks-about as
fast as a dial-up connection-can
frustrate subscribers who·are used
to getting the Internet at broadband speeds.

So Deck the Halls Already
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Continued from Previous Page
searchers RoperASW, 14% of shoppers said they intend to finish their
holiday shopping before Thanksgiving, compared with only 7% who
did so in 1990. Of course, the finding
may reflect wishful thinking and
good intentions.
Early shoppers aren't necessarily splurging: An analyst survey
from the International Council of
Shopping Centers, a trade group,
concludes shoppers on average will
spend only 2% more than in 2001.
The figure at least signals that consumers don't plan to slam their wallets shut in the wake of some big
losses in the stock market.
Huddled at J.C. Penney's jewelry counter, Carla Aquaro and
two friends pecked at a calculator

to estimate the final price of several items that had been marked
down 60%, and then 25% more. "It
gets a little confusing, but low
prices-that's what drives the
buying for me," said Ms. Aquaro,
who works in business security.
Without enough sales help available, she was only mildly annoyed
to do her own math. This year, she
said, her purchases would be
"more practical and less frivolous." She is stocking up on thermal underwear, passing on ,sapphire earrings slashed from $872
to $265.
Even at .high-end shops, shoppers were busy reaping early rewards. In Dallas, Debra Richards,
a 43-year-old marketing executive,
started her holiday shopping one

~

night last week at Neiman Marcus,
a unit of Neiman Marcus Group
Inc. She was lured by "Private
Night," a special four-hour sale
with prices reduced by 25% to 40%.
Stealth shoppers have noticed more
designer merchandise among the
discount cache.
Several retailers are encouraged by the early action. Gap Inc.,
for example, is being both early
and aggressive with · sales. "We
have an up-front promotional strategy that we've been pleased with,"
says Stacy MacLean, a Gap spokeswoman. Right now the retailer is offering $10 off Gap pants and jeans.
Amy Merrick, Maureen Tkacik and
Ann Zimmerman contributed to this
article

What's NewsIn Business and Fimmce
Continued from Previous Page
were aimed at giving consumers
more choices by making their own
debit cards more widely accepted.

Roxio to Acquire
Assets of Napster
Is Napster coming back?
Roxio Inc. agreed to acquire the
assets of Napster Inc. for stock and
cash valued at more than $5 million, a deal that could revive one of
the best-known names in Internet
music.
The deal still_needs to be approved by a bankruptcy-court judge,
and there's considerable doubt
whether a new Napster could.ever
achieve the popularity the musicdownloading service boasted two
years ago. Roxio, a maker of personal-computer software for recording music, video and other data onto
compact discs and DVDs, wouldn't
say how it plans to use Napster's assets, which include the Napster
brand name, intellectual property
and some technology equipment.

Poor Coffee Quality
Spurs Control Effort
Coffee prices are at their lowest
level in decades. So why does so
much of the coffee you buy taste so
bad?
Falling global prices should be a
godsend for consumers: better
beans at cheaper prices. But this
year, coffee makers are increasingly substituting low-quality
beans in their ground coffee for
high-quality beans, according to
·,,

Join our team

IARN UP TD 814 Hourly
8200 Sign-on Bonus!
lull Time - Paid Training .
aut/Jauntl Sales, Bilingual Sales
Day, Mill, lligllt Shifts Availa/Jli
1:30 · 1Dpm, 12 · B:3Dpm

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
ADVANCEMENT OPPDRTINIT,ES
lull Time Benefits:
Halitlays, Personal Bays • Campany Matt:lling 401K·
Business casual attire - Paitl vacation
·

Right around the _c orner from UCF
Apply in person 8:3Dam - 4:3Dpm Mon - Jri
Visit our web site: www.tilk.com

Job line.- 407-313-1381
12001 Science Dr. • Orlando; Fl 328211
EOE/DFWP

the International Coffee Organization. Quality has gotten so poor
that in recent weeks, the ICO issued new rules requiring coffee-exporting countries to improve their
product-or stop selling it.
Analysts say many of the bestselling supermarket brands have
replaced the high-quality arabica
beans they used to buy from regions like Colombia, Guatemala
and Costa Rica, with low-quality
beans from other countries. Vietnam, for instance, now the world's
No.3 coffee producer, grows some
of the cheapest and lowest-quality
beans in the world.

Odds & Ends
Xerox is cutting more than 2,400
jobs and plans a restructuring
charge of as much as $400 million as
the copier company continues to cut
costs .... Nissan Motor Co. said its
net profit rose 25% in its fiscal first
half, boosted by improved sales volume and continued cost cuts.
By Jay Hershey
Campus Edition will not appear next
week due to the Thanksgiving holiday.

AT COLLEGEJOURNAL.COM
• Why your winter break is a great

time to expand your career
prospects.
• Advice for procrastinators who
can't get started on their job
searches.
• Extra steps M.B.A.s can take to
strengthen their candidacy in a
weak job market.
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IIiiiJ HELP WANTED IIiiiJ HELP WANTED IIiiiJ HELP WANTED IIiiiJ HELP WANTED m!J HELP WANTED
Bartenders Wanted. $300 a day
potential. Looking for exciting and
outgoing people. Training provided.
No experience needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520ext107.

PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica
Financial Services, a subsidiary
of Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5
students. High compensation
potential! Set your own hrs.
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-3263.

Own your own business for under
$200. Free local training and
assistance. Great fundraiser opp for
clubs/sororities/fraternities or pay
for tuition. Work as team or individ.
Call 321.217.5301 and visit ·
www.kcole.grocerybiz.net

Earn $500 to $5000 per month working
from home, campus, or anywhere!
www.lookrightnow.com or call
888-318-8094. Training, bonuses,
vacations, you name it, we got it.
No Exp Necessary!

Interested in Modeling?

BACK TO SCHOOL WORK $10

Great Earning Potential $$$
18+ attractive females, couples
wanted to audition for
Showtime Documentary.
Call 407-256-3903 for details.
3 sales people needed to sell roses
dtwn :08, Cowboys, The Why Not, and
more! Thurs, Fri, Sat 1Op-2a. Nice
smile, reliable car, at least 18.
$10-$30/av per hour. Join our Team!
Call Roses by Renee 407-681-3612

Make $2,000 by Christmas.
Visit .
- www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm
for information on this
exciting opportunity.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 • $12/hr are available tor friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

Base/Appt PIT Flexible around classes
No Exp. Necessary, Great For
Students, scholarships, Gust svc/sales
conditions apply. Apply ASAP
407-862-8786 4collegework.com
PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDED!
No experience necessary. Must have
car, be willing to travel, all expenses
paid. Must be out going.
Email-erin@flashesonline.com ASAP
Female Model Needed for Computer
Graphics Artjst tor reference poses tor
3-D creation. $100 tor one hour of time.
Call John for .details 407 .253.6163

Bartenders Needed
No Experience Necessary
Earn Up To $300 per Day
866·291-1884 xFL01

6 fun FT/PT sales positions.
Open at Fashion Square Mall
Avg. $6 to $12/hr. 4!)7-648-2314.

Career

Participants will receive:

24 supervised training sessions
MRI scans of the upper arms
$125

•

FOR ·cHRISTMASI

Coming Tuesday,
November 26, 2002
The University of Central
Florida's

Join Our Team Today!

Great .M oney
' \" Making Opportunity!

EDUCATION JOB FAIR

A CHANCE FOR
STUDENTS TO
DISCUSS
CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES
-·-WITH SCHOOL
www.crc.ucf.edu
OFFICIALS
T~esday,

November 26, 2002
9:00 a.m. To 1:00 p.m.

~

UNLIMITED POTENTIAL!
Call Mr. Ray

407-682-0359 ext. 2
Brina us vour smile!
Now Hiring Happy,
Smiling Faces!!
Now hiring

exciting,
friendly staff
for Winter Park
WingHouse
restaurant
seeking energetic
hostess, servers, and cooks. Stop by '
and fill out an applicationl
~,\

Sponsored by the College of Education
and_the UCF Career Resource Genter
Unit of Academic Development and Retention
Division of Student Development and Enrollment Services

Call Today

407-823-5163

FAST .CASH

Resource Center

-I n the Education Complex
Gymnasium·

FT/PT sales & Asst Mgr opp. avail.
immd. @ Storehouse Furniture in
Winter Pr1< & Altamont. Seeking
outgoing indiv. w/smile! Nights &
weekends a must. Apply in person. ·
Call 407-622-5600 or 407-786-1222
for directions.

The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight
training.

•

Student Work
$10.00 Base/APPi.
{

MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEDED
No exp. necessary.
Earn up to $150-$450 a day.
1-800-814-0277 x907

FREE WEIGHT TRAINING

•

c

VACATION TELEPHONE SALES
FT/PT, paid training, excellent
commissions, some weekends req.
UCF quadrangle area, immed. pos.
avail. fax:407-482-2786
or email: jobs@kosmasgroup.com

*

I

Bu 8 Grlll
227 S. Semoran Blvd., Winter Park
for directions, call 407-673-WING (9464)

•PT/FT

• Scholarships/Co-ops
• Flexible Schedules
• customer service/ Sales

(401) 862-8186
www.workforstudents.com
Valet Parking Attendants Needed
Locations throughout Orlando area,
flex schedules, FT/PT avail, tor
great pay and great opp call
407-971-9131

:>'

..

TRAVEL CONSULTANTS. PIT work for
FfT pay, no exp required, benefits
available, $800-$1600 ~week.
Call MJM travel Inc at 321-939-1214
ask for John, Michael or Mark.
Bartender Trainees Needed.
$250 a day potential. Local
Positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext 100

c:t

TCBYTreats
Help wanted PIT & FIT 1945
Aloma Ave, Winter Park.
407~71-2888 Buy one get one free
menu item with UCF ID and
this coupon exp 1/15.
Show off your singing talents at a
UCF Sporting Event! UCF Sports
is auditioning national anthem
singers for basketball and baseball.
Auditions Dec..3 & 4 in the UCF
- Arena. Call 407-823-2807.
Prepare mailings in your spare time.
Weekly paychecks! Range:
To $938/week possible. For complete
details, easy online signup see
www.studentpay.com immediately.
Cheerleading Coaches Wanted,
part-time to coach kids ages 5-·14.
Need at least ;3 years cheering
experience. Coaching exp-. a plus.
Email resume, attn: l:.auren to:
Patriettescheer@aol.com

...

Own Your Own Business!
Coupon Distribution Business
Everything needed to make $$$$
· Display racks, MAC computer,
graphics software.
Call Sean @ 407-230-5889
Part-time_Doggy day care position.
Must love dogs, vet experience
a plus. Call 40-7-628-3844
and leave a message.
Female Models Wanted: 18-25
Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to
5'10". For lingerie photo & video
. portfolio-demo's. 407-898-7900.

~

..
~

m FoRSALE
~

Mustang cope tor sale, green ale,
power, V-6, new tires, 73,300 miles,
cd player, and tint
$5,200 ·Excellent condition
Call anytime 321-945-6270

•
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FoRSALE

,

BED

-A queen pillow-top set. Name brand

•
t

•
•

..

.
•

w/ warranty. NEW in plastic, sacrifice
$250, cari deliver.
Call 407-383-0585
BED
A full size set, new, still in plastic w/
warranty. Sell $175. Call 407-383-0585
MATTRESS SET
A queen set, orthopedic/plush, unused
in plastic, sell $210. Can deliver.
Call 407-383-0585
1992 Sunbird 2d coupe, V6, 5 spd ..
new tires, brakes & clutch,..sunroof
leaks. KBB retail value $2785,
reduced to $1599. Call 407-671-8172
or (cell)407-44376473
!!!! GREAT DEAL I!!!
Lady's Tiger Shark Graphite Golf Clubs.
Full Set, Never Used. Only $350 obo.
Call 407-673-2423
Bowflex Wanted from you or anyone
you know that has one.
Will Pay Cash.
Call 321-276-3582.

miJ AUTOMOTIVE
1992 Grey Chrysler Lebaron
Convertible only $2800/obo!
New tires, A/C, automatic. Runs
great! Brand New Brakes! CD Player.
Call 407-736-1646
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172 Reserved Circle, just North
of UCF, off Alafaya. 2/2 Condo. New
carpet/paint. 1100 sq. ft. $850/mnth.
Avail. immediately.
Call 407-463-0650.
LOOKING FOR HOUSE MATES!
Unfurnished master bedroom/bath in
spacious home, UCF/Oviedo area in
. beautiful neighborhood, N/S, no pets.
1 available. $475/mo + utils call
407.243.3760 or 40:7-681-9289
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Room for Rent in 3bd/2.5ba. house.
7 min from UCF. Util, dig. cable,
phone and DSL incl. Quiet neigh.
$465/mth. No dep. w/credit appr.
Female preferred. 407-761-1270.
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Room avail in a new 4b/4b apt.
Tivoli Apts. 1 min from UCF, $39Q plus
util, free ettiernet & cable. Basketball
& Volleyball court, Pool, Gym.
Call 321-765-1421 .

3bed/2bath home with large porch
for rent. Quiet neighborhood, ·close to
Blanchard park. No pets. $1200/mnth.
Call 407-381-2549 or 407-383-5272.
3bed/3bath apt. avail. Dec. 15.
All util. included. Minutes from UCF.
· $372/mnth, $200 dep. per person.
Call 321-765-1158.

M or F to share 1500 sq. ft. 3bed/2bath
house. 1.5 miles from UCF.
Fully furnished. All util. ,
and roadrunner incl. $525/mnth.
Call Joel at 407-67.1-3892.

Room avail ASAP in 3/2 Home less
than 1~ mins from UCF. Only $400 +
1/3 util. lnclu cable, w/d, high speed
internet. Must be N/S.
Call 407-247-6152

Ii

Roommate needed for 2br 2.5
bath condo 10.:15 from UCF Fully
furnished, cable, road runner,
and quiet neighborhood.
. Call 954 257-0439 or 407-677-4698 .

SERVICES

riosE WEIGHT

NOW!

1 ~r 2 'bedroom apts. avail. immed.
1st mnth. free. No credit check or
application fee. 3 blocks south of
University Blvd. Starts at $450/mnth .
Call 321-229-1426.
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Call Diane tor a .
FREE Sample

FOR RENT
3/2 home for .rent, 10 min. from UCF,
washer/dryer and alarm sys. included,
$1050/mth, NS, No Pets,
call 407-207-4021

• Fun & Easy Transportation
• FlllClllCing Avcilcmle
• 2yr uNimed mieage wammty ~
• 3 mOilels/ 9 colors
• Mc+w aeclt cards accepted

401-349-3485

Private bed and bath in 4/4 close·
to UCF. Female only. All until. incl.
$399/mnth. Call Sarah at
561-596-2441.
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Herbalife Independent I
~
Distributor.
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Perform Better! School,
Sports or Sex! Help for YOU!
Unlock your talents and potentials
NATURALLY. Private Sessions.
www.hypnodean.com or 407 851 0945

Room for rent across from UCF
1b/1ba in a~ apt. Fully furnished.
Cable, utils, and high speed internet
included. Florida Prepaid accepted.
$435/mon. No move in fees.
Avaliable Dec10.
Call 561-445-5269
Private Bed/Bath for rent in Pool
Home only $450/mo. + 1/3 util,
and "$300 security deposit.
Goldenrod/University location .
Call Carol @ 407-671-6172.
ROOM FOR RENT
1b in a 3b/2b house, $385/imh
+1/3 util. near UCF and VCC,
w&d included, non smoker.
Call Steve 321-287-6362

Student wanted to share 4bed/4 bath
apt. 2 miles from UCF. Fully
furnished, W/D, all util. incl. No dep.
required $460/mnth. Beginning
Spring. Call David 561-302-2735.

M/F wanted for furnished BDRM In
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo
inclu util, n/s, no pets, sec sys,
pool & tennis. Call 407-482-3202
or 239-461-5101 or 239-694-9700.

4BR/2.5 Bath house 6 miles from UCF.
Custom built; fireplace; patio; vaulted
LR. Schools: Eastbrook, Tuskawilla,
Lake Howell. Professional pref.
(407) 671-4691.

IN NEW 4/2 HOME NEAR UCF.
$400 INCLUDES ALL UTILITIES•
FURNISHED WITH BEDS. HOUSE
HAS GAME ROOM WITH POOL
TABLE/BIG SCREEN TV.
407-468-3161.
APARTMENTS FOR RENT
4/4 across from UCF, individual leases.
All util included, MUST move in by
Dec. Call 407-362-3163
Will buy you beer!!!

1 Master bib avail, in 4/4.
Washer/Dryer, Vaulted Ceilings,
All util. Incl. Fully furnished.
Across from UCF. Avail. in Jan.
$495/mnth. Call 904-891-3011.

mil ROOMMATES
Clean, quiet, resp9nsible person
to rent master. bed & bath in
3/2 home. Electric incl. Carport.
10 min from UCF. No pets/smoking.
$450/mnth. 407-496-0142.

Room avail ASAP in 2/2
beautiful unfurnished apart- Near UCF & Valencia-FML Pref.
White carpet, pool, tennis, BBall,
$390/base rent+ utilities-Quiet
neighborhood w/ security.
A luxury @ an affordable price!
Call anytime (954) 610-4109.
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Large 2bed/1 bath ·furnished apt. 1/2
block from ocean in Daytona Beach.
All util. incl. Private parking.
Pets welcome. $650/mnth.
Call 386-254-7566 or 813-842-2264 .
1 Bed/bath avail in University House.
Close to UCF. Furnished, W/D, 32"
t.v., pool and all util. incl.
$400/mnth. Call Dan at ~04-610-2330'.
Knights Krossing Apartment
1b in a 4b apartment.through May
2003, $390/mth, new lease required.
Call Paula 800-226-4646 M-F

Private bed/bath avail. in 2/2
Waterford Lakes Apt. for $438/mnth.
+ uti1. Wooden floor, W/D, pool, gym.
Minutes from 408 and UCF.
Call 407-963-8023.

Roo.mmate to share
2bed/2bath apt. in Oviedo.
Fully furnished e'x cept bedroom.
W/D. Non-smoker, no pets.
$325/mnth. + 1/2 util.
Call 407-595-0013.
2b/2b Villa, master bedroom for
students, Winter Park/Casselberry area,
must see to appr, alarm sys, cable, .w/d
unit, pool, sauna, trail around lake,
walking distance to Sally's Gym,
10 mins from Whole Foods, $500/mth .
including util. 407-375-7520

P•rls - Siiks - Servke
Jet Ski Orlando

1 (407), 859-3006
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Tutor

CAKES DELIVERED!!

Writing instruction and CLAST
preparation 407-679-4299 or
marshgator1 @earthlink.net

Halloween Party Cakes
Friend's Birthday
Breakfast Meetings
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mil ON CAMPUS
Coping With Stress During Finals
Monday, Nov. 25
7:00pm-8:3Qpm
Student Union, Key West 218B
pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/counstst

DELIVERED BEAUTIFUU.Y GIFT PACKAGED

-

All American P~rsonnel
( 407)445-2222
Executive Placement (no fees!)
Register w/ our agency, call today
PROFESSIONAL RESUME ...
SERVICES
lmmigraci6n, Visas
Traducciones, Notarios
!Se Habla Espanol!

UCF Large 2bed/2bath Apartment,
eat-in kitchen, w/d hookups,
patio, spacious living room
407-897-3366 or rpmrealty.net

Private bed and bath on 2nd floor
of 3/2 home. Garage parking.
No smoking. 5 min. from UCF. All util .
& fastest internet incl. $375/mnth.
Female.only. Call 407-977-6750.
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mil ROOMMATES

FoRRENT

WITH Pl.A'TES, NAPKINS, FORKS, CANDLES,
MATCHES, KNIFE, & BAJ.l.OONSI

Gotta Ocrler Ille Cllce?
Tatse the=Hass(e Outl
8utl8rcream, Cllocolete,
CllQel, HUii Plell,

carrot

01eeleclkea,

Muftlns, Pastnes, GCM'l11et
COokles & Morel
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THE KNIGHT OUT SHUTTLE
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several cars ancl risk a DUI, wlren you can be clroppecl off and picked up for less tlran $10 p person
· Available 7 niglrts a week. Please mention tlris ad for a 10% discount off round trip price.

401-101-8560
Take control with TOTAL CONTROL"'.
Burns Fat, Boosts Energy, Controls
Cravings. 407-464-0229

!!!! LOSE WEIGHT NOW!!!!
Increase Workout Performance
.Lose up to 301bs natural/herbal
guaranteed. Free samples.
888-202-6304

LOSE WEIGHTNoW
Nutritional and. Wellness Products
Guaranteed & Doctor Approved
Feel and Look Great
1-888-373-6.1 43
Home-Based Virtual Assistant
Will provide clerical, admin, secretarial,
marketing, events/meeting planning,
Internet Research, data entry, typing,
resumes, software training etc.
Call 407.382.4681 Mon-Sun 7am-7pm
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RETAIL

AUDIO/STERE;OPHILES, HOME
THEATRE! Hear WhatYou Have Been
Missing! Refine Your Sound! Acoustic
Interface Pads Dampen and Absorb
Vibration, Isolate Distortion, Secure
ObjeGts and Furniture for Stability.
Fastens and Adapts.Any Speaker to
Any Stand or Surface. Great for Center
Channels, PC Multimedia, Wood or Tile
Floors. www.kleintechsys.com

TRAVEL
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-.A 14 passenger party van riding from tire UCF area to Downtown Orlando and back. Why take

LOSE UP TO 30LBS
IN 30 DAYS ONLY $30 .

MISC.

Bartender Trainees Needed. $250 a day potential. Local
Positions. 1-800-293-3985 ext 602

Orlando executive transportation

ROOMS AVAILABLE ASAP

...

Classifieds •

ENJOY BOOKS?
Coffee and chocolate on us Friday
nights! Relax at Book Treasures Used
Bookstore. Caldecott/Newb~ry authors,
classics & sci-ti all at half-price. ·
Corner of Univ. Blvd. & Goldenrod
next to Winn-Dixie.
Mon. - Sat., 10am - 7 pm.
407-677-9092.
1996 Dodge Intrepid ES. Fully loaded
with sunroof, CD/cassette player,
power windows, locks, and seats.
Excellent Condition $4,800 .
Leave messa_ge at 407-977-6727.

mil ON CAMPUS
OAand AA
Do you feel like your
eating/ drinking habits
are getting out of
control? Overeaters Anonymous
meets Mondays at 5:15 pm .
AlCoholics Anonymous meets
Wednesdays at noon. In the UCF
Campus Wellness Center
Conference Room. 407-823-5841.
Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser
3 hour fundraising event. Our
programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so get with
the. program! It works.
Contact Campus Fundraiser at .
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Spring Break'03
w/StudentCity.com! .
Air, Hotel, Free FOOD & DRINKS
and 150% Lowest Price Guarantee!
REPS WANTED! Organize 15 friends,
earn 2 FREE TRIPS, VIP treatment,
and cash to promote StudentCity.com!
Call 1-800-293-1445 or email
sales@studentcity.CO[Tl today!
ACT NOW! We guarantee the best
spring break prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & M.a rdi Gras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps needed,
EARN$$$. Group discounts for 6+.
1-888 THINK SUN
(1-888-844-6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
SPRING BREAK 2003 is now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica,
Bahamas, South Padre, Las Vegas,
Florida, and Ibiza: Book early and get
FREE MEALS! Student Express
sponsors the E;JEST PARTIES and is
NOW HIRING salaried Salespeople,
Campus Reps, and On-site Staff.
Contact www.studentexpress.com or
1-800-787-3787 for details.
Spring Break! Bahamas Party
Cruise $299, Cancun & Jamaica
From $429, Florida $1591
www.springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Bahamas
Mazatlan, Florida, SPadre. 110% Best
Prices! Book now & get Free Parties
& Meals! Group Discounts. Now Hiring
Campus Reps! 800-234-7007 or
www.EndlessSummerTours.com
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RELIGION

Applicants Wanted to study
Part IV of The Urantia Book.
Earn $25,000! For details,
visit www.eventodaward.com

ONlY AT MATRIX!

